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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM

Cooperation is a subject which has intrigued the

writer for some time. A study of the philosophy, history

and accomplishments of the cooperative movement was begun,

due to the interest of the study.

When the time came to choose a subject for a master's

thesis, no other topic seemed of equal interest and impor-

tance. The writer had become so imbued with the contagious

enthusiasm which a study of the cooperative movement im-

parts to the student that he felt impelled to choose some

phase of cooperation for his study.

In Denton County, Texas, the cooperatives have, for

the past few years, been making such rapid progress that

a study of the inception, growth and success of these so-

cieties seemed indicated. In spite of the broad field of

study this subject presented, it seemed necessary to re-

view the cooperative movement before the local cooperatives

could be properly interpreted.

This was done. Numerous books and magazine articles

pertaining to cooperation were read. In making this li-

brary study, the writer tried to delve into the underlying

philosophy of the cooperative movement. Those countries

in which cooperation has made greatest strides were given

l
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particular attention in order to try to find the secret

of their success.

Since some people think that cooperation is unnatural,

the writer has tried to investigate this matter. In order

to do this, it was necessary to go back to early history

and to see whether the spirit of cooperation existed then.

It was necessary to decide whether the idea of each man

for himself is a natural attitude, or whether it has only

been fostered by existing institutions.

The next step in the study was to delve into the his-

tory of the movement in order to discover what factors

have contributed to the success or failure of various coop-

erative societies since the birth of modern cooperation in

Rochdale, England, almost a century ago.

After this library approach was completed, the various

cooperative societies of Denton County were visited. The

writer talked with the leaders of the societies, obtained

copies of the by-laws of each organization, examined finan-

cial statements, and attempted to analyze the purposes, the

accomplishments, and the possibilities of the future suc-

cess of these organizations.

The tone of the second chapter may be thought by the

reader to be too radical. If this appears to be a fact, it

was not intended in any such vein. The writer merely tries

to point out some of the defects in our present economic

T
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system which cooperation may be able to cure. No sweeping

condemnation of any class is intended. The analysis is in-

tended to present a detached view.



CHAPThR II

PHILOSOPHICAL BACKGROUND OF COOPERATION

All movements which have a tinge of benevolence, no

matter what their purposes may be, have opponents who

maintain that such ventures cannot succeed because of hu-

man nature. These opponents believe that it is natural

for every man to further his own interests, even at the

expense of his neighbors. They believe that greed and

self-interest are the motivating forces of human endeavor.

They believe that human nature is iron bound and unchange-

ing, the same yesterday, today and forever.

In meeting an argument of this type, the first step

should be to question the truth of the basic premise:

the statement that human nature is necessarily static.

If greed is such a compelling force in shaping man's na-

ture and activities, how can we explain the Crusades?

Our explanation, since this great movement was one of sac-

rifice rather than economic gain, would be that a desire

for approbation, both earthly and heavenly, outweighed

economic values in the minds of the Crusaders.

Greed is the outgrowth of fear in a system of scar-

city. When goods are scarce, man tends to store them up

against the threat of privation. This tendency is strength-

4
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ened by the necessity of storing goods in times of plenty

to be consumed during unproductive periods. Yet no man

tries to breathe twice as much air as he needs. In a rainy

country no one tries to get a monopoly of the water supply.

Since we are able now to produce an abundance of consumers

goods, what would happen to greed if these goods could be

distributed more equitably? If each man could be assured

an abundance, then what price greed?

if the citizens of a town were notified that there

was only a week's supply of water in the municipal reser-

voir, and that each family would have to haul its water

after this supply was used up, the week's supply would

probably be drained in a few hours. Each family would

drain out as much water at once as possible, and fill ev-

ery receptacle available, and probably soon be drinking

from the family bathtub. Each would be afraid that some-

one else would get more than his share. Thus, the atti-

tude of a whole city is changed instantly. The cause is

fear. From this it would seem that we might change the

nature of man by creating the fear of scarcity.

Probably the greatest force in shaping human nature

is the desire for approbation, or the following of an

ideal. Under our present system the man most esteemed in

the average community, no matter what its size, is the

substantial citizen, the man of wealth. Very little

thought is given to the means he used to obtain that
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wealth. Success is too often measured in terms of money,

not in terms of what the individual has contributed to the

community in which he lives. The farmer who has worked

from dawn until dark every day since his early youth at

his job of growing the products required by the whole na-

tion, is not nearly so favored in public opinion as the

farmer, no matter how shiftless he might have been,. who

was lucky enough to have oil discovered on his land and

has spent the balance of his life in idle consumption.

In certain sections of the world, piety has the stamp

of general approval. Here, in order to prove their great

piety, men perform all sorts of self-inflicted torture.

All of us have seen pictures of men sitting on seats stud-

ded with spikes and of others who have lacerated themselves

to a point of mutilation. Certainly we cannot attribute

this to selfishness in an economic sense. It is a desire

for both earthly and heavenly approbation that causes such

actions.

In order, then, to change the course of human nature,

the model upheld before the young must not be the man who

has exploited his neighbors and impoverished the poor, but

a man who has made a real contribution to society. What-

ever may be said against the Russian experiment, it cer-

tainly cannot be said that the present younger generation

of Russians considers the amassing of wealth to be the ul-
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timate of success. Human nature in Russia, then, may be

different from human nature in this country.

Until the present century we had a producer economy

in this country. This was probably a necessity, due to

the fact that enough goods could not be produced to satisfy

demand. Production needed stimulation and all the help

that could be given it. This was done in the United States,

as well as in other countries, by tariffs and by encourage-

ment of thrift among the ranks of consumers, in order that

more capital goods might be built up, in order to produce

more consumers goods.

Consequently, the producer of goods began to take the

place of the landed aristocrat as the solid citizen, the

prominent man of the community. With this change of models,

human nature was modified to the same extent. The man who

practiced self-denial, who saved and invested his money,

who lent his money at interest, who took advantage of his

neighbors in times of distress, who held and foreclosed

mortgages; this was the man who bore the stamp of public

approval. Every Sunday he went to church and heard sec-

tions read from the Book that condemned every business

transaction he had made during the week. The Bible, in no

uncertain terms, condemns the practice of lending money

at interest. Evidently, then, this man who holds the

1 Horace M. Kallen, The Decline and Rise of the Con-
sumer, p. 38.
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purse strings also controls the policies of the church.

As its model Christianity upholds Christ, a man of

humble birth, who, rather than spending his efforts in

enriching himself while impoverishing others, spent his

entire life in service to humanity, in trying to ameli-

orate the sufferings of the masses. In this great teacher

is exemplified the antithesis of our great men of affairs.

In spite of this fact, our economic barons of today have

more effect on the ideals of man than do the teachings of

Christ. It is also true that these men, through their

control of our economic system, also control many of the

interpreters of the teachings of Christ.

According to the Bible, "Man cannot serve both God

and Mammon." One cannot worship at the shrines of both

the cross and the dollar sign. In spite of church attend-

ance and financial endowments, a man cannot be a true and

complete follower of the teachings of the Master and still

exploit his fellow man.

It is hard to imagine the Christian of the days of

the Roman Empire as he must feel if he were transplanted

in our "modernized" Christianity. This man, who dared to

worship and practice his faith in spite of the imminent

possibility of his being discovered and thrown to the

lions, can hardly be conceived as approving our present

brand.
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This is not intended as a sweeping condemnation of

all business men, of all churches, or of all ministers of

the church. It is only meant to point out that some for-

ces tend to pervert our democratic society in order to

further their own ends.

Cooperation is not a new idea. It is as ancient as

mankind itself. Eons before the dawn of history, man as-

sociated with man for mutual protection against enemies

and for the procuring of food.

About a century before the Trojan War, Minos, mythi-

cal son of Zeus, conquered several islands, the chief of

which was Crete. Here he established communal societies

which lasted several hundred years. Children were reared

and educated in common, and rich and poor alike ate at

public dining halls. The laws of the islands exemplified

unusual justice and virtue. Although it is true that, as

in other countries of that time, slavery was practised,

the Cretans showed great humanity to their slaves, and

went so far as to have festivals in which the slaves be-

came the masters, and their erstwhile masters became their

servants and waited upon them.2

2H. H. Bakken and M. A. Sohaars, Economics of Coop-
erative Marketing, p. 26. This book also traces the
cooperative credit movement back to the days of early
Chinese history.
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Sparta and the empire of the Incas in South America

are also examples of early cooperation. In Sparta land

was divided equally, the accumulation of great wealth was

frowned upon, and all citizens were so democratic as to

eat at common tables. The Incas practised a cooperative

form of society until their conquest by the Spanish in

l529.3

In primitive times, as in most economies of self-suf-

ficiency, cooperation was the rule rather than the excep-

tion. When one hunter killed more game than his own fam-

ily could eat, the remainder was put in the tribal larder.

The tribesmen banded themselves together into hunting

parties in order to be able to hunt game too large for

one man to handle with primitive weapons. When prey was

brought down, the hunters divided the kill and took it

to their separate caves, or cooked and ate the meat com-

munally.

There was very little private property in this prim-

itive type of economy. Most of the tribes were roving

and land belonged to them only so long as they used it.

In this case, pre-emption gave each man or tribe the use

of land until he moved on. The bulk of private property

was composed of the few tools, weapons and skins belong-

Ibd.,p. 27.
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ing to each family. When a man left a certain plot of

ground, he did not try to exact tribute from the next

tenant by claims of absentee ownership. Possession was

the sole claim to property. New property was acquired

by pre-emption or warfare and could be lost by the same

means.

Each family or tribe was an economic unit. Cooper-

atively they produced all they consumed and produced cap-

ital goods with which more consumers goods were produced.

The work of the men tended to be the more interesting and

less arduous tasks. While the men made and repaired their

weapons and used them in hunting and fishing, the women

cultivated whatever crops were grown, tended the domesti-

cated animals, the children and the household.

As each group produced all the goods it consumed,

quality naturally became an important element of produc-

tion. A man did not try to spend as little effort as pos-

sible in making a weapon that might be the deciding fac-

tor in whether or not he would eat, or whether or not he

would be killed by wild beasts or enemies. His main idea

was to make the best of which he was capable, and use all

the ingenuity of which he was capable in turning out a

better product. This was true of all the things he pro-

duced. Since he consumed them himself, he wanted them to

be of the best quality possible. This was only natural,

the human nature defenders will say.
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This constant striving for better goods not only

caused progress in the development of civilization, but

also, by the exercise of their powers, it caused men to

become better workers and better men as well. ran was

developing along with the goods he produced and consumed.

Later, under the handicraft system, the self-suffi-

ciency economy was broken down to a certain degree, but

since each man carried on all the steps in the manufac-

ture of his particular product, and since the only adver-

tising he could secure was from the word of mouth of sat-

isfied consumers, the artisan still took great pride in

the quality of goods he produced.

Still later, when this country began to be settled

to a large extent, cooperation was always practised on

the westward moving frontier. Frontier folk had to band

themselves together for protection against the Indians.

Whenever a new settler moved into a frontier community,

his neighbors would bring their own food, have a log roll-

ing, set him up a house and barn, and end the day with a

festive occasion.

In times of illness or other distress, each family

had its neighbors to rely upon. The women met and held

quilting bees, and their husbands traded labor and helped

each other at harvest time. This practise is still fol-

lowed at threshing time in many rural communities, as is
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the practise of distributing fresh meat among neighbors

when farmers kill their hogs to put up meat for the win-

ter.

Although cooperation is not confined to any one class

or occupational group, probably no group has greater need

for its benefits than those engaged in agriculture. This

includes all those who depend on agricultural products for

a livlihood. The reason for this is simple. The farmers

(let us call all agriculturalists farmers) produce and

sell their products under highly competitive conditions,

and buy goods at the price set by monopoly.

It might be said that because of the abundance of

their own production, they are unable to secure a price

parity with manufactured goods, which are high because

of forced scarcity. The price parity has been unfavorable

to the farmer since 1920. This fact is illustrated by

the table on the following page. It is interesting to

note that the table shows that all during this period of

unfavorable price ratios, the farmers' taxes have in-

creased steadily.

At harvest time the farmer takes his corn, cotton

and wheat to the market. Thousands of other farmers are

doing the same. The better the annual yield has been, the

greater the supply of farm products will be, and as the

supply exceeds the demand at the former price, the unit
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TABLE I

FM PRICE PARITY SINCE 1920

- to

Year Prices fleo'd Farm
To Prices Paid Taxes

1920 99 155
1921 75 217
1922 81 232
1925 88 246
1924 87 249
1925 92 250
1926 87 253
1927 85 258
1928 90 263
1929 89 267
1930 80 266
1931 63 250
1932 53 215
1933 50 . .1.

.iF. Dummeier and H. B. Hefflebower, Economics
with Applications to 4riculture, p. 20. The base period
used in the price ratio was the five years from August,
1909 to July, 1914. The year 1914 was used as the base
for the taxes.

,qi; ..
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price of the products will drop greatly. Then the farmer

is penalized for having done a good job. If all the far-

mers had worked just half as much; if they had planted

just half as many acres and nature had been less friendly,

they could have realized more money. This, of course, is

only the working of the law of supply and demand.

On the other hand, if he has electric lights, the

farmer pays a rate for electricity that is set at a point

which will allow the public utility a certain rate of pro-

fit on the capital stock of the corporation, regardless

of how much that stock may have been watered.

When the farmer buys gasoline for his car and trac-

tor, he pays a price which not only includes several cents

a gallon tax, but returns a profit to the retailer, the

wholesale distributor, the producing company, and one or

more holding companies.

Many of the manufactured articles that the farmer

buys are protected by tariffs which raise the price he

has to pay for them. These tariffs, which were origin-

ally "protective" in order to stimulate the infant indus-

try of a young country, have been maintained in order to

allow goods to be manufactured inefficiently and still

give the producer a profit.

There are also tariffs on agricultural products In

this case,,however, since we export a large per cent of
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our main crops, the tariff wall is usually above the dom-

estic price. The tariff affects mainly two products of

agriculture. These are sugar and wool. Eighty per cent

of the sugar consumed in continental America is imported.

This means that the few producers of sugar in the United

States proper gain in this way at the expense of the great

bulk of the population, including the majority of the far-

mers. As 40 per cent of our wool is imported, the same

thing is true to a lesser degree of this product.4

These factors are more or less against the farmer in

his purchases of feed, seed, fertilizer, clothes, food and

other products. Competition of some sort may enter into

some of these, but whatever he buys, he must pay someone

a margin of profit, whereas, when he has to sell his own

products below the cost of production, each unit he sells

amounts to giving away part of his farm,

The reason for this is that the law of supply and de-

mand is allowed to work only one way. This law is tampered

with by those who sell, manufacture and distribute goods.

The manufacturer of goods makes only the number of units

that he thinks he will be able to sell for a certain price.

This creation of scarcity, which maintains a high price,

puts a premium on not producing enough goods.

There is one major oil company which operates in ten

F. Dumaeier and R. B. Hefflebower, Economics with
Applications to Agriculture, p. 478.
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Mid-western states, During 1929 this company took 4275,000,

000 out of these states in the form of profits. This

amount is equal to the total wealth of two of the richest

counties in these rich agricultural states.5 This means

that an ownership equivalent to the value of two counties

was sucked into the East by one company in one year. If

this is true of one, the total amount taken out of agri-

cultural sections each year by all of the large corpora-

tions must be appalling.

We can conceive of the drain of profits from produc-

ing sections to the economic overlords of the East as a

huge, complex system of pipe lines which skims off the

cream from a vast rich area. This means just one thing.

Since the money must flow back, or the agricultural sec-

tions would not be able to operate, it reappears in the

form of loans, secured by mortgages on farms and other

property.

Even the money that the farmers save is used against

them. The balances they have in banks and the reserves of

their insurance policies become tools by which they are

exploited. The money which they borrow is in reality often

furnished by themselves and others not much better off than

they. However, the profits from interest go to those who

control the pools of money, and not to those who save it.

B. B. Fowler, Consumer Cooperation in erica, p. 19.
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The next step natural to such a situation is tenancy.

Since each year that a farmer operates he slips farther

and farther into debt, eventually he will be bankrupt,

and the lender will become the absentee owner. This

changes rural society from one of land owning producers

who love their lands and rejoice in the growing of crops

and improving their estates, to one of tenants whose sole

idea is to make some profit out of the land immediately.

Little does it matter to the average tenant if the farm-

ing methods he is using are mining the soil. When the

soil is impoverished, he loses nothing. He merely moves

on. He takes no time to prevent erosion. His motto might

be "Let the soil blow Let it wash away. Here today,

gone tomorrow."

The cream of the human output of the exploited sec-

tions also is drained eastward. The more intelligent of

the rural youth go in the direction the wealth is flowing.

Those showing greatest promise are gobbled up in industry

and the professions. On the whole, those who remain on

the farms are lacking either in energy or intelligence.

Exceptions, of course, are those who train themselves in

agricultural colleges and return to the land to produce

scientifically.

The tenancy problem is very real at the present time,

and is becoming increasingly more pressing. One of the

offsetting factors to ameliorate this condition is long
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term, low interest rate loans made by the governmental

agencies to landowners. This enables farmers who own

their own land to consolidate their debts at a much lower

rate of interest than that to which they are accustomed,

and in this way stave off bankruptcy and subsequent ten-

ancy. In 1930 there were 6,288,648 farms in the United

States, of which more than 43 per cent were farmed by ten-
6

ants. This is explained by the fact that in 1926 more

than 19 per cent of the gainfully employed workers in this

country were farmers, yet they received less than 10 per

cent of the national income.

The monopolies are responsible for this condition.

In 1911 Woodrow Wilson declared:

The great monopoly in this country is the money
monopoly. So long as that exists, our old variety
and freedom and individual energy of development
are out of the question. A great industrial nation
is controlled by its system of credit. Our system
oficredit is concentrated. The growth of the nation,
therefore, and all our activities are in the hands
of a few men, who, even if their actions be honest
and intended for the public interest, are necessar-
ily concentrated upon the great undertakings in
which their own money is involved and who, neces-
sarily, by every reason of their own limitations,
chilA and check and destroy genuine economic free-
dom.

Justice Brandeis says that the investment bankers, who

6
F. C. Howe, Denmark, the C erative y p. 237.

7Dummeier and Hefflebower, oj. cit., p. 649.

8 Louis D. Brandeis, Other Peopls oney, p. 1.
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are properly only middle men, actually control our whole

economic system, and that no great enterprise can be under-

taken without their participation and approval. The key

to the investment bankers' power is extensive and compre-

hensive combination, advancing along three lines.

First: There is the obvious consolidation
of banks and trust companies; the less obvious
affiliations--through stockholdings, voting trusts
and interlocking directorates--of banking institu-
tions which are not legally connected; and the
joint transactions, gentlemens' agreements, and
banking ethics which eliminate competition between
bankers.

Second: There is the consolidation of rail-
roads into huge systems, the large combinations
of public service corporations and the formation
of industrial trusts, which, by making businesses
so "big" that local, independent banking concerns
cannot supply the necessary funds, has created
dependence upon the associated New York bankers.

But combination, however intensive, along
these lines only, could not have produced the
money trust--another and more potent factor was
added.

Third : Investment bankers, like 5. P. Morgan
and Company, dealers in stocks, bonds and notes,
encroached upon the function of the three other
classes of corporations with which their business
brought them into contact. They became the directing
power of railroads, public service and industrial
companies through which our great business oper-
ations are conducted--the makers of bonds and stocks.
They became the directing power of the life insur-
ance companies, and other corporate reservoirs of
the people's money--the buyers of bonds and stocks.
They became the directing {owers also in the banks
and trust companies--the depositories of the quick
capital of the country--the life blood of business,
with which they and others carried on their oper-
ations.

From the preceding quotations, it is evident that

9 1 , ,pp. 4-5.
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there are forces which are sapping not only the farmer,

but all other means of production. Some system, be it

cooperation or something else, which can make the common

man more economically independent and lessen the power of

these forces which tend to hold him in bondage, is needed

today.

Production has become the important factor in our

economic system, with consumption taken for granted.

Kallen says that man is essentially and primarily a con-

sumer.10 Since nature does not supply all of man's wants,

he produces them in order to consume more. Sach person

begins life as a consumer, and it is only to satisfy

wants that he begins production.

We have got away from the idea of production for use.

Instead of being a means toward the end of consumption,

production has become an end in itself. The goods that

the industrialist makes cease to be goods to him, but be-

come only symbols of cost in his accounting system. He

does not manufacture goods because he feels any sense of

obligation to society, but because he wishes to make

money.

Consequently, quality becomes a minor factor in pro-

duction. It is a far cry from self-sufficiency days when

each family supplied its own wants and made the best goods

of which it was capable, to the present day producer whose

1 0 Kallen, m. , .,l p. 25.
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sole purpose is to make a profit from the goods he makes.

Not only are quality and durability not governing

factors, but the reverse is true in many cases, style has

been made to offset durability. In the line of clothing,

automobiles, and all sorts of shopping goods, styles are

changed periodically in order to give a product which is

not this year's model a look of obsolescence. This is

done, of course, in order to stimulate buying. How much

better it might be to change consumers goods only to im-

prove them and to divert the consumer's dollar into the

purchase of other types of goods he needs. The idea of

the working man who is encouraged to discard last year's

wardrobe and to buy another simply because last year's

model had pleats is ridiculous. It amounts to waste.

Instead of this duplication of expense, the consumer

should be encouraged to buy other types of goods, to edu-

cate his children, or to build a home. The encouragement

of consumption is a good thing, but not the encouragement

of duplication.

In addition to this, other bad practises much in

vogue are adulteration of goods and false advertising.

If adulteration of a product will add to the margin of

profit and not alter the sales, many producers have no

conscientious scruples as to what elements go into their

products.



Some go even farther. In their advertising, they at-

tribute to the adulterative great powers of one sort or

another. An instance of this is Irium, in Pepsodent tooth

paste.ll The suave announcer goes before the radio micro-

phone and extolls the unparalelled virtues of this product.

He says that it contains a new element, Irium, which endows

Pepsodent with great cleansing and whitening qualities.

The truth of the matter is that Irium is not something

new, but an old compound called sodium lauryl sulphate,

It not only is not beneficial to the teeth of the user, but

will actually tend to extract the calcium. This compound

is used in precipitating the calcium in hard water and in

dyeing woolens.

Pebeco tooth paste, which is widely used contains a

-deadly poison. This is potassium chlorate, and each tube

contains enough of this poison- to kill three people. Even

though this is not supposed to be swallowed, the tiny

amounts that are taken into the stomach in washing the

teeth may bring harmful results.12

This sort of thing is true not only of different kinds

of tooth pastes, but of drugs, cosmetics, fabrics, and

many other kinds of goods. One has only to read the Con-

sumers' Guide and Consumers' Research magazines to realize

11
Consumers' Research Bulletin, January, 1938, p. 5.

1 2 Arthur Kallet, Counterfeit, p. 45.
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the prevalence of adulteration and false advertising.

Through the use of cooperatives, the consumer has a

weapon with which to protect himself against such prac-

tises. If a group of consumers own their own store, they

are able to demand that goods be of certain quality, and

set up specifications which goods they handle must meet.

If a nationally advertised product contains harmful ele-

ments, or is not worth the price charged, the cooperative

store is in a position to obtain this information and pass

it on to its members. It is by handling goods of good

quality and low price that the cooperative store can be of

greatest service to its members.

The consumer cooperative has no incentive for exploi-

tation. Since the goods handled will be bought by the mem-

Lers who own the store, and the profits shared among them,

profit becomes a matter of secondary importance. Thus the

whole philosophy of distribution is changed. The same thing

is true when the consumers own their own means of production.

The philosophy reverts to production for use rather than

production for profit.



CRATER III

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF COOPERATION

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the birth

of modern cooperatives, which took place in England, to

summarize the history of cooperation in the united States,

and to describe briefly some successful cooperatives operat-

ing in this country. Due to the abundance of material in

such an historical survey and the few pages which may be

devoted to it, such a summary must of necessity be scanty.

The examples of successful cooperatives are in most oases

outstanding organizations.

Modern cooperation, like the founder of Christianity,

was of humble birth. Its manger was ochdale, England, a

poverty stricken industrial town in which living conditions

were such that members of the laboring classes were con-

sidered well-off if they were able to consume enough goods

to enable them to continue to work. It would be diffi cult

for the laborer of today even to conceive of the level of

living of the English laborer of one hundred years ago.

The English industrial laborer of that time worked

sixteen hours a day in order that he might eat the poorest

or food and lie aown at night in his poor hovel to rest

enough to be able to work another day. His children began

to work alongside him as soon as they were able to do any

25
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profitable work, since it was necessary for all who ate

to earn their bread. Usually by the time a child was six

or seven years old he would begin working twelve or four-

teen hours a day in factories that were poorly lighted

and ventilated., and which had none of the safety devices

that are deemed necessities today.

it was in this environment that cooperation was born.

The :ochdale cooperative was by no means the first coopera-

tive enterprise. It was the first one which was successful,

and it laid down certain principles, one or more of which

had been violated by the earlier, unsuccessful cooperative

experiments. The reason for the failure of the others may

be largely attributed to these violations.

At about the beginning of the nineteenth century,

Robert Owen, a man whose rise "from rags to riches" had

been as phenomenal as many of Alger's heroes, began his

experiments with cooperative production villages. uwen

visualized a utopia of cooperative villages scattered

over the country. These villagers were to live together

communally and own and operate their oxn factories in

the same manner. He made several experiments, one of

which was in the United States at tew Harmony, Indiana.

All of Uwen's ventures ended in failure, and cost him a

fortune. .Lo Robert Owen and most of his contemporaries,

production was the great goal and consumption was to take
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eare of itself,

The trench Uhristian socialists, Fourier, blano and

Saint-Simon, also had the ioea, in slightly varied form,

of having all capital goods owned by the actual producers,

The ultimate failure of these ventures is largely attribut-

able to the facts that they had no assured market for their

goods, that they did not build up sufficient reserves in

good times to tide them over in bad ones, and that they

were too much interested in production to realize the needs

of consumption. There were, of course, many other flaws,

varying from case to case,

With Owenism and other cooperative experiments as a

background, twenty-eight Rochdale weavers, one of whom

was a woman, met in 1843 and banded themselves together

in an organization they called the Society of Eguitable

Pioneers., Their purpose was to establish an Owenite

village in order to improve the general welfare of the

group. Their objectives as they stated them were:

The objects and plans of this society
are to form arrangements for the pecuniary
benefit, and improvement of the society and
domestic condition of its members, by raising
a sufficient amount of capital in shares of
one pound each, to bring into operation the
following plans and arrangements.

The establishment of a store for the sale
of provisions and clothing, etc.

The building, purchasing or erecting a num-
ber of houses, in which those members desiring
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to assist each other in improving their
domestic and social condition may reside,

To commence the manufacture of of such
articles as the society may determine upon, for
the employment of such members as may be with-
out employment, or who may be suffering in con-
seuence of repeated reductions in their wages.

As a further benefit and security to the
members of this society, the society shall
purchase or rent an estate or estates of land,
which shall be cultivated by the members who
may be out of employment, or whose labour may
be badly remunerated.

That as soon as practicable, this society
shall proceed to arrange the powers of produc-
tion, distribution, education, and government,
or in other words to establish a self-support-
ing home colony of united interests, or assist
other societies in establishing such colonies.

That for the promotion of sobriety, a tem-
perance hotel be opened in one of the society's
houses, as soon as convenient. 1

Of these ambitious objectives, the pioneers realized

one which they considered of lesser importance on a much

larger scale than they anticipated. This was the opening

of a cooperative store. To most of the members, the coopera-

tive store was but a means of achieving more grandiloquent

ends.

There were two great factors entering into the success

of the store. The first was the need of the weavers for a

store that would serve their need without exploiting them.

The weaving business had prospered in 1843, prices had gone

up, and the workers were worse off than usual. They had

gone on a strike and had lost. Those who had been

ICallen, jo. cit., pp. 157-158.



reemployed had their wages cut rather than raised, and the

leaders were blacklisted. Due to unemployment during and

after the strike, stores refused the workers credit. Their

plight was becoming desperate.

The second, and probably more important, contributing

factor to the success of the store was the list of eight

rules governing the management of the store, which was

drawn up by Charles Howarth. Howarth was the moving force

of these twenty-seven men and one women, and had drawn up

the list of objectives also. The rules were based on a

study of the failures of other cooperative enterprises.

They were:

1. To sell goods at prevailing prices
2. Restriction to a fixed rate of the interest

upon capital--this interest to have first
claim upon the profits,

3. The distribution of profits (after meeting
expenses and interest charges) in proportion
to purchases,

4. No credit--all purchases and sales to be
paid for in cash when the goods were handed
over.

5. Both sexes to have equality in membership
rights.

6. Each member to have one vote and no more.
7. Regular and frequent meetings to be held

for the discussion of the society's business
and of receiving suggestions for improving
the society's welfare.

8. Accounts to be properly kept and audited and
balance sheets to be regularly presented to
the members.

When rule three dried from Howarth's pen, an impor-

tant step in cooperation had been taken. Probably the

2Ibid.
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decision to divide profits in proportion to the amount

of goods each member purchases made up the difference

between this successful store and all the failures that

had preceded it. Other cooperative stores had divided

profits according to the number of shares of stock each

member owned. Because of this, the majority of members,

with only one or two shares, hay, little incentive to buy

at the cooperative. Their return on one or two shares was

so minute that they traded at independent stores when that

was more convenient. pule three assured the store of the

faithful patronage of its members.

The rules fixing the rate of interest on shares and

limiting the members to one vote each were also of great

importance. The democracy of the organization was assured

by limiting the votes to one per member instead of one per

share. Many cooperatives have failed since the Toad Lane

store began operation because of failure to limit voting.

By buying up a majority of stock selfish individuals have

taken over cooperative stores which were flourishing.

In 1844 the Pioneers opened their store on Toad Lane.

It had taken the members a year to save enough money for

their membership shares of capital of one pound each. With

approximately $140 with which to begin business, their

stock of merchandise was necessarily scanty. Only the

barest necessities in the way of provisions were bought at
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first. However, the members transferred their patronage

from the private stores which had been selling them adul-

terated goods at exorbitant prices. The proceeds of the

first sales were put back into more merchandise until the

value of the goods, the membership and the amount of busi-

ness being done, all increased by leaps and bounds,

As this store flourished and the news of its success

spread across the face of tngland, other cooperative stores

began springing up all over the country. By 1851 there

were 150 cooperative stores, and by 1863 the North of

England wholesale Industrial and provident Society, ltd.,

was organized by forty-odd societies, which subscribed

14,UUU shares at five shillings each. 3  Abraham Greenwood,

one of the original Pioneers was president and James smithies,

another, was treasurer. The Scottish Wholesale Society

followed in 1868.

The societies had no choice but to go into the whole-

saling field if they were to stay in the retailing business.

The other retail stores used every means from the age-old

weapon of cutting prices to the hiring of thugs to drive

the cooperatives out of business, but with no success. The

independent dealers organized and forced many of the whole-

sale concerns to boycott the cooperatives, The Scottish

Trade Defence Association was one of several organizations

3lbid., p. 167.
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of independent wholesale and retail stores organized to

fight the cooperatives. When this happened, the cooperan

tives had either to organize their own wholesales or go

out of business. They did the former.

The private business men were still not through. The

cooperatives were lobbied against, their members were dis-

charged from their jobs because of their affiliation with

the societies, and some of the societies' stores were

wrecked, in spite of aLL this, or possibly because of it,

the movement is still on the incline.

In England today forty-five per cent of the families

are members of one or more cooperatives, There is a total

cooperative membership of 7,484,000, representing 5,500,QuQ

families. The London Society, the largest cooperative in

England, does an annual business exceeding 60,0,000&,5

This is astonishing when of all the things one reads

about England in the newspapers, most of us have never seen

the word "cooperatives" mentioned. This is true because

newspapers as a whole are antagonistic to the cooperatives,

Since a large part of any newspaper's income is derived

from its advertisers, its policies are greatly influenced

by them. The large advertisers in newspapers are naturally

tAnnals of the American Academy of Political and
Social 'r.T' T.tuerI7T"p."r5

5lbid., p. 157.
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opposed to any type of business which makes inroads on their

profits. Nevertheless, the English Cooperative Wholesale

Society, one of the earliest wholesales, is the biggest

business in hngland, and is one of her most powerful insti-

tutions.

The Cooperative Society of Leeds, England is not the

largest one in that country, Dut has been chosen as a typi-

cal one. causee of this it will be cited as an example of

what the nglish cooperatives are doing. This society has

110,000 members in a city of 430,000, This represents some-

thing mor e than half the families in that city. There is

an annual increase of membership oa 2,500.6

The Leeds society has 250 branches. Some of them are

listed as follows: 98 grocery stores, 77 butcher shops,

19 dry goods stores, 19 shoe stores, 16 coal yards, 6 men's

shops, 5 fish and vegetable markets and 6 farms. Besides

these retail institutions, it owns a shoe factory, a furni-

ture factory, factories for making brushes, musical instru-

ments, flour and paper bags, a laundry, a carpet cleaning

and dye works, a leather goods factory, a cake and cracker

bakery, a ham, bacon and lard factory, a clothing factory,

a hosiery factory, and many other types of productive agen-

cies. The Leeds Cooperative society sells about $20,0Uu,uWU

6J. T. Warbasse, Cooperative Democracy, p. 10.



worth of goods yearly, and the average yearly profits

amount to about $2,7OO,uuo. This business is done

on a capital stock of #V,500,0o, which means that the

net profit of the society is thirty-six per cent of the

capital stock, Membership stock is five dollars per share,

and each member must own five shares, which may be paid

for %ut of purchase dividends. 7

In addition to all of its other activities, this

society maintains libraries, meeting halls, schools, a

printing plant, and clubs for the study of music, art,

nature and literature. It also operates parks and play-

grounds, and spends a large sum annually in spreading

cooperative propaganda.

In Scotland, an even larger per cent of the popu-

lation belong to the cooperatives. In a nation noted for

its thrift, it is not surprising that fifty-five per cent

of all Scottish families are members. Many Uootch fami-

lies educate their children and buy their homes out of

the annual purchase dividends they receive from the

various cooperatives or which they are members. 8

One third of the families of Sweden belong to one or

more cooperatives, and twenty per cent of the entire whole-

tjbid., p. 10. All the information about the Leeds
Societycmes from the same source.

Annats pf The 4merican Acad e of Political and
Social S cTnce ifT.W, p. ~I .
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sale and retail business of the country is done by these

institutions, in the marketing of farm products the

per cent is much larger. In addition to this, ten per

cent of all the manufacturing of the country is done by

factories owned by consumer cooperatives.

In spite of the predictions of the opponents of the

cooperatives, they actually gained strength during the

recent depression. in 1926 the Swedish cooperatives had

a membership of 339,273, and by 1934 this total had grown

to 50,275 families, Also, during the hard times that

brought many of the privately owned stores to bankruptcy,

the cooperative stores of Sweden reduced their trade debts

from thirty-eight per cent to six per cent,10

A consumers' union, called the K. t., is the co-

hesive element in the 6wedish cooperatives. It is com-

posed of the 635 societies now doing business, and acts in

an advisory capacity to each separate society,

The K. F. maintains an auditing department which

audits the accounts of nearly all of the stores twice

yearly, once at the close of the annual fiscal period

and once at the mi-year stock taking. Monthly reports

are sent in from each society to K. ,. These reports

are so framed that the auditing department can tell at a

SMarguis Childs, Sweden, The middle WA2, p. 16.

.,jp. 17.
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glance what condition the store is in, and make suggestions

accordingly.

The salaries of the common workers of the cooperatives

are on a par with those paid by any private business, but

the director of K. F., Albin Johansson, receives an annual

salary or only about $5,uuu. Other officers are paid in

proportion. To make these salaries seem even lower,

Johaneson is saic to be the most astute merchant in all

Sweden.

in Denmark, the nolk High Schools, started by urundtvig

in the early nineteenth century, paved the way for coopera-

tion by creating in the minds of the common people a strong

desire to better their condition. This far-sighted little

country has never passed an anti-trust law, but has broken

the grip of monopolies by performing the tasks of the

trusts more economically by the use of cooperatives.12

The large trusts which once hau a strangle hold on Denmark

have been unable to compete with the cooperative associa-

tions.

Since Denmark is largely an agricultural country,

cooperation has wrought wonders for the farmers, In 1850

more than orty-two per cent of the farmers were tenants.

By 1919, the Danish farmers had prospered to the extent

llIbid., p. 18.

1%. C. Howe, Denmark, The Cooperative Nay, p. 14.
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that more than ninety-four per cent owned their own

farms.13 This is a decided contrast to the United States,

which had approximately forty-three per cent tenancy in

1930 at the beginning of the great depression. 1 4  Since

these figures were made, tenancy has gone down in Denmark

&nd has increased greatly in the United States. Not only

have these astonishing feats been accomplished in Denmark,

but the whole standard of living of the country has been

raised.

What is true of these countries is also true of the

other two Scandinavian countries, and is true to a greater

or lesser degree of the other democratic countries of

Europe. Wherever there is freedom of thought and initia-

tive, these societies are flourishing. However, in such

countries as Germany, Italy and Austria, they are being

suppressed or brought under government control.

The first modern cooperative venture in the United

States followed soon on the heels of the founding of the

Society of Equitable Pioneers. In 1844 John Kaulback, a

Boston tailor, persuaded the other members of his labor

union to form a buying club to purchase household supplies,

Their beginning was very modest: a box of soap and half

t3Ibid., p. 18w.

14Iid., p. 237.
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a box of tea.-5

From this small start, the idea hac rapid growth.

It grew almost overnight, and by 1852 there were 403 di-

visional stores operating in several states. This or-

ganization's mushroom growth was possibly responsible for

its collapse, which occurred in the stress conditions

preceding and during the Civil War. Stores had sprung

up and started doing business with inexperienced men in

charge, had bought goods at high prices, and the

expectations of the promoters were too high. Only those

stores that had been well managed survived, and some of

these prospered for many years,

Another skyrocket organization was formed in 1866.

This, the Patrons of Husbandry, and commonly called the

Grange, was founded in Washington, D. C. The Patrons of

Husbandry, as the name implies, was an organization for

farmers only. Granges were formed in rural communities,

at which farmers met socially and bought supplies coopera-

tively. This organization was not based on sound Rochdale

principles. Due to this fact and internal disruption, the

Grange died out after an auspicious beginning.

Since the Patrons of Husbandry excluded industrial

workers, the Sovereigns of Industry was formed in 1874.

1 5Annals of the American Academy of Political and
SocialSen+ie, vol. 191, p. 91.
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This was the first organization in the United States to

adopt the Rochdale principle of returning savings accord-

ing to the amount of patronage of the member. As the

Sovereigns of Industry was formed during the first year

of the depression of 1874-18$, it was practically still-

born, and as a widespread organization, died in 1879.

However, some of its units continued to do business

profitably for years. Some of them were in such good shape

that individuals acquired large blocks of stock and took

over the management for private profit,

After the failure of the Patrons of Husbandry, the

farmers organized the 'armers' Alliance, and then the

Farmers' Educational Cooperative Union, both of which

were doomed to failure due to poor organization and

management, and to a tendency to enter into politics.

The cooperative movement in the United States has

tended to move in cycles. At one period it would be

important, and a few years later be almost forgotten.

With each upward movement, a few local cooperatives

have been founded on a sound basis and remained after the

national bubble has burst.

The most stable element in the movement has been

communities of people of foreign birth or extraction,

who have been bound together by ties of language and

taste in a strange land. Scandinavians have been more
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successful cooperaters than any other racial group,

They have maintained cooperative food stores and baker-

ies, particularly, due to their desire to secure special

types of foods that are not available at regular retail

stores.

While other cooperative enterprises have been

springing up and dying out in other parts of the country,

these foreign groups, particularly in the Mid-west and

Great Lakes regions, have been making a gradual, sure

progress. Their beginnings have been small and their

business dealings conservative. They have shown what

can be done in the cooperative field if sound business

methods' are used.' A typical example of such cooperatives

is to be found in the small town of Cloquet, Minnesota.

The Cloquet Cooperative Society was formed by a

group of Finns in 1910, with a membership of 110. Now

it has a membership of 2,5UU families in a town of less

than 7,000 population. This society employs 65 persons,

has a yearly payroll of $72,000, keeps nine trucks busy,

and has three branch stores. In 1936 the Uloquet Society

did business of more than $1,00u,ouu.16

This type of organization usually shows a gain

during times of depression. In such times even a small

1 C"Confuer Cooperatives," Fortune, March, 1937, P. 137.
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rebate becomes a big incentive for new members to join

consumer cooperatives. The dangerous time for cooperatives

is the period in which they are getting started. Once

they build up a safe reserve and follow sound business

practices, the hardest part of the battle is won.

There are several reasons that depressions have

taken such a heavy toll of the cooperatives. One of the

most important of these is the fact that their members

are usually of the lowest wage class and are the first

to be affected by depression. whenever men are laid off,

the paring usually begins at the bottom of the economic

ladder. This outs down the buying power of the member-

ship of the cooperatives, and because of the class ele-

ment, the cooperative store is subjected to a greater

financial strain than is the privately owned store which

has customers from all classes or society. Classless

membership and conservative management seem to be the

hope of the cooperatives.

The extent or cooperation in the United States is far

greater than the wayfaring man realizes. In 1937 there

were approximately 6,bUU cooperative stores, with the

number increasing almost daily. Supplying these retail

units were twenty-six regional wholesales, scattered in

strategic points over the country. in 1936 the consumer

cooperatives did a business of $500,U®u,OOU, an average
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of almost 77,UOQ per retail stores7

There were between 5,uuo and 6,UuO credit unions,

with membership of I,200,00U. The Municipal Uredit Union

of New York City alone had assets of $2,5u0,uuu. In 1935

there were more than 1,00u gasoline and oil stations

being operated on a cooperative basis. This number has

shown a great increase during the last three years. Some

of these gasoline and oil stations have returned as much

as twenty per cent to member customers in patronage re-

bates.

The fight between the cooperative gasoline and oil

stations and the large oil companies has been very inter-

esting. The cooperative organization usually rents a

building on a side street where rent is cheap, and begins

business. They sell at prevailing prices, but when, by

patronage returns, they begin attracting customers from

company stations, the large companies begin to fight.

The customary procedure is price-cutting. The major

companies use the age-old tactics of cutting prices below

cost, and relying on their superior surplus to see them

through, while the weaker concern fails.

When this has been tried, the cooperatives have used

a most effective means of retaliation. It is very simple.

17Ibi., p. 140.

16Ibid.,s p. 142.



The cooperative station merely closes its doors immediately

and makes no attempt to meet the ruinous prices. The mem-

bers buy all their gasoline and oil from the company stations,

knowing that every unit they buy costs the company money.

In this way they actually make a greater saving than they

had done with their cooperative station.

When the company tires of selling at less than cost,

and once more sets regular prices on its products, the

cooperative station is re-opened and business proceeds as

before. In some towns of the Middle West, the cooperatives

have taken the field from the major oil companies, and the

money that once was drained from the communities to eastern

magnates remains at home, and is spent again.19 These

stations are supplied by cooperative refineries and other

cooperative manufacturing units which produce tires,

batteries, and other products handled by the stations.

Some of the other fields in which the cooperatives

are now operating successfully are electricity, feed, seed,

and fertilizer, insurance, housing, telephone associations,

laundries, restaurants, bakeries, creameries, boarding

houses and medical service.

It has been proved steadily since the birth of coopera-

tion that in order for a cooperative organization to succeed,

19B. B. Fowler, Consumer Cooperation in America, p. 34.
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it must fill an economic need. It is not enough that the

philosophy behind the idea is benevolent, and that the

thought of man cooperating to secure their daily needs

presents a beautiful picture.

In order that the cooperative store may remain with

us in fact as well as in idea, it must be capable of com-

peting with private business. In order for it to supplant

private business, it must do the job that private business

has been doing, and do it better than it has been done

before.

Farmers have been successful in cutting down the

marketing costs in securing seed, feed, fertilizer and

other farm supplies by the organization of cooperatives,

and now they are turning more and more to the handling

of consumers goods as well. They have realized that

only one-third of their incomes is spent on the agricul-

tural supplies, and if they can make the other two-thirds

go farther also, their lots will be much more comfortable

ones.

The Cooperative Grange League Federation exchange,

with headquarters at Ithaca, lew !ork, is a good example

of what farmers can do. This huge cooperative, which

handles all sorts of farmers supplies and tools, in 1934

220did a business oX 24,0o(, uu. Thousands of farmers
201bi4,., p. 59.
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received benefits from savings on their purchases.

The Eastern States Farmers' Exchange has a member-

ship of 60,000 farmers, and in 1935 did a total business

of 14,OOu,Ou.2  This organization owns its own feed

mill at Buffalo, New York, which is valued at over

2,0 ,OU000 and is paid for. All purchasers automatically

become members of this organization, and since there is no

capital stock to pay interest on, all profits except that

put aside for the reserve fund are paid back to the pur-

chaser.

Cooperative stores selling goods for human consumption

have also proved that they are an economical means of dis-

tribution. As proof of this, a table is given on the fol-

lowing page showing a comparison of cooperative and private-

ly owned stores, doing the same type of business in three

regions of the United States.

Since the cooperative stores used in the table

handle general lines of merchandise, the privately owned

stores used in the comparison are general merchandise

stores, The main types of goods handled in both are

groceries, meat, clothing, some hardware products, and

gasoline and oil. They are of the rural store variety, and

most of them are located in towns of less than 20,uuu,

21Iggd., p. 55.
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TABLE 2

COMPARATIVE OPERATING COSTS OF REPRESENTATIVE

COOPERATIVE AND PRIVATE STORES, 1935*

No. Reporting
Sales per Store

tin thousands)
Percentage of

net sales
Cost of Goods
Tot. Overhead

Payroll
Rent
Advertising
Utilities
Taxes
All Other

Profit
Gross Margin
Cost of Ret,

to Consumer
Inventory Turnm

over iTimes
per year

Per Cent of
Stores making
Profit

Minn. RegionI Ohio Region 1j Calif. Region
Coop Private Corp. Private Coop. 4Private
60

85.5

86.0
1009
6.1
0.2"
0.2
0,5
0.4
3.5
3.1

14.0

1009

8.2

95.0

415

23

83.0
15.7
9.6
1.5
0.5
U9
U.
2.5
1.3

17.0

3.5

55.0

7

77

81.5
14*4

8.7
0.6
0.2
U.9
0.6
3,4.
4.1

1805

289

21

83,1
15.9
10.3
1.4
0.6
0.9.
0.7
2.0
1.0

16.9

14.4 16.9

6.8 3.4

100,0 53.0

*Reproduced from "Comparative Retailing Costs of
Consumer Cooperatives," by Clark Kerr, Anaj of the Amert-
can Academy of Political _and ; 

s ,en,, Vol. 191, p. 115.

24

11

81.7
14.4
6.2
4.8

0.?
1.0
0.8
0.9
3,9

18,3

14.4

.. .

189

28

81,1
16,7
9.4
1.5
0.4
0.7
0.6
4.1
2.2

1809

18.9

4.7

63.0
il. 

1
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In looking at the table it will be noticed that

the average sales for the cooperative stores were much

larger than those or the privately owned stores. The

cost of goods was approximately the same, with the pri-

vately owned stores having a slight advantage. This is

probably due to the fact that some wholesalers are forced

by their other customers to boycott the cooperatives,

making it necessary for the cooperatives to buy some of

their goods at a distance, and raising the cost of goods.

There is a decided advantage in favor of the coopera-

tives in the total overhead figures. These, broken down,

show that the wages and salaries of the cooperatives were

a much smaller per cent of their sales than was true in the

case of the privately owned stores. This is not due to

the cooperatives paying lower salaries than the private

stores, but to the difference in the amount sold per clerk

in the two types, As a matter of fact, higher salaries

were paid to the clerks in the cooperative stores in all

three regions than were received by clerks in the other

stores. Another reason for the low appearing pay roll in,

the cooperatives is the fact that sometimes members donate

their services for short periods of time.

The rent item is smaller for the reason that the

cooperatives often own their own buildings, and also

because of the fact that many of them are located on side
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streets, If most of the customers of a cooperative store

are members of the society, there is little need of an ex-

pensive location. However, if non-member trade is sought,

the location of the store assumes more importance.

In the utility bills and taxes paid there is very

little difference, Qooperative stores have to pay

most of the taxes that are borne by their competitors,

with the exception of income tax.

The cooperatives made twice as large a percentage of

profit on sales. This is very important, since this is

the amount that will be returned to the members. The

amount that will be paid by the customer of the privately

owned store will be the cost of goods, plus the gross

margin. The price that will actually be paid by the mem-

ber of the cooperative store will be the cost of goods,

plus the gross margin, minus the profit. On an average,

then, the table shows that the customer of the privately

owned store pays a retailing cost of approximately seven-

teen per cent plus, while the member of the cooperative

pays a retailing cost of thirteen per cent, These figures

speak volumes,



CHAFfER IV

DENTON COUNTY TEACHERS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

No cooperative enterprise can succeed solely because

of the lofty purpose behind it. It must meet some economic

need, and meet this need more adequately than other existing

institutions. It is aue to this that credit unions are

springing up and prospering alt over the nation. In 1937

there were between 5,000 and 6,000 cooperative credit unions

in the United States. These societies had a membership of

approximately 1,200,000 members at that time. Every

day new organizations are coming into being, and these

figures were out of date before they appeared in print.

The credit union movement serves a dual purpose. It

meets the need of those who have a desire for saving their

money and receiving a fair rate of return on their savings,

and it meets the need of those who desire loans at a reason-

able rate of interest. These needs are obvious. When a

thrifty person invests his money in postal savings, govern-

ment bonds, insurance annuities or other investments that

are generally regarded as safe, his rate of return is usually

from two to three per cent. The money invested in savings

banks and insurance companies is loaned by those institutions

1 "Consumer Cooperatives,". Fortune, March, 1937, p. 142.
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for their own benefit, and the original saver of the

funds receives only a fraction of the incomes derived

from them.

When the small borrower needs to obtain a loan he is

at the mercy of the money lenders. If he is forced to go

to the loan sharks for his money, the price he has to pay

for the loan is exorbitant. By joining a cooperative credit

union, an individual obtains a source of loans and an in-

vestment channel for his savings.

All credit unions which were organized prior to 1935

operated under a charter granted by the state in which

they did business. In 1935 federal laws were passed which

legalized the granting of federal charters to credit unions.

Since this time, practically all unions organized have been

granted federal charters, and are examined by the national

bank examiners.

In the summer of 1936 a small group of teachers of

North Texas State Teachers College, at Denton, Texas

gathered one night in the back yard of one of the teachers.

The subject being discussed was the possibility of their

forming a cooperative credit union for the teachers of

Denton County. A few nights later these men invited other

teachers to hear a speaker they had secured for the pur-

pose of explaining the possibilities of the cooperative

credit unions, and the method of organization.
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They wrote to Washington to the Farm Credit Admin-

istration for information. After studying the movement

thoroughly, a group of nine teachers made application

for an organization certificate on August 1, 1936.

These teachers were Jack Johnson, Harold Brenholtz,

R. L. Conrod, Charles L. Langston, J. H. Legett, C. E. KutL-

man, v. Y. Craig, Mary C. Sweet and H. B. Masters. Each of

the nine subscribed to one $5.UQ share of stock in the

proposed organization, making the beginning capital amount

to $4b,OQ, Twenty-five dollars of this original amount was

used to pay for the charter. The organization certificate

was approved on August 7, 1936, and the first passbook was

issued on August 14, 1936.

For the next month the organization concentrated on

getting new members and building up its deposits. On

September 15, 1936 the Denton County Teachers Federal

Credit Union made its first loan. This loan was for $50.OQ,

which at that time constituted a large per cent of the

assets of the society. By December 31, 1936, just three

and one-half months after the first loan was made the

Credit Union had assets of $916.35. Of this amount

$623.u was in loans and $268.35 was deposited in the bank.

At the end of June, 1938, the Credit Union had more

than eight times the assets it had a year and one-ialf

earlier, By this time the shares, reserve for bad loans
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and profits amounted to '8,171.83. There was ;11,178.23

outstanding in loans, and $444.66 on deposit. The asso-

ciation had borrowed $3,5UU in order to meet the demand

for loans, and had not charged off a loan as a bad debt.

financial statements for december 31, 1936 and June 30,

1938, which will show something of the growth of the organi-

zation during the less than two years it has been in opera-

tion, are given on the following pages. Also included is

a graph which illustrates the steady growth the society has

undergone,

At the annual meeting of members in January, 1938

a stock dividend of five. per cent was declared by the board

of directors. The net profit for the year had amounted to

seven and one-quarter per cent, but the remainder went into

the reserve fund and the undivided profits account.

This was possible even though the amount of interest

charged borrowing members was only three-quarters of one

per cent per month on the unpaid balance of the loan.

While this rate is not particularly low, the monthly balance

feature makes the interest more reasonable than can be se-

cured by the average borrower. below is shown a typical

loan plan for a loan of "1 u.ut, to be paid back in twelve

monthly installments. The monthly payment is made up of

one-twelfth of the original loan and the interest for the



FARM CREDTT ADMINISTRATION

UA >Form CU-109 DENTON COUNTY TEACHERS
FEDERAL CREDIT UTNION

FINANCIAL and STATISTICAL REPORT For Month f De cembr 19

ASSETS END OF
THIS MONTH

Loans A .oc
Cash in Banks

BALANCE SHEET
SAME MONTH L I

LAST YEAR LIBLTE

Accounts Payable
Notes Pa oabl

END OF
THIS MONTH

N- -44

Petty Cash Fund

U. S. Bonds (Par_$ ) _______ ____

Other Bonds (Par $ Dividends Authorized

Furniture and Fixtures (Net)

Unamortized Charter _____&.__ Shares _

Reserve for Bad Loans 75

Undivided Profits 7 60_
Profit and Loss

TOTAL _ TOTAL

STATEMENT OF INCOME AN EXPENSE
EXPENSES THIS MONTH THIS YEAR INCOME THIS MONT1 'HIS YEAR

TO DATE THISMONTH TO DATE

Interest Paid on Borrowed Money Interest on Loans .a1
Officers Salaries Entrance Fees 1.00 8.9
Other Salaries Fines

Stationery and Supplies Interest on Bonds

Rent,_Heat andLight

Advertising_ ___ ___

Communications

Misc. General Other Income

Trans. to Reserve for Bad Loans

Balance (Profit) . 16.35 Balance (Loss) ___0___TOTAL

__ OTAL __ ~~31 TOTAL Jii
STATISTICAL REPORT

LOANS SHARES AND MEMBERS

NO. AMOUNT

Made this Month 105.00 Paid in on Shares this Month $120,00
Repaid this Month (Amt. Only) xxx _ _ Withdrawn on Shares this Month $
In Force at End of Month Total Paid in on Shares Since Organization $Q0,00
Total Loaned Since Organization 3 75.0 Total Withdrawn on Shares Since Organization $
Loans Delinquent

(A) One Month or Less New Members this Month No.4

(B) One to Two Months Total Members end of Month No.5
(C)_Two Months or Over _ _ _Total Members Since Organization-No.35

Charged off this Month

Ch argedoffSiceOrganization

*US. Government obligations, direct and full guaranteed.

Supervisory Committee Treasurer

Figure 1.--The First Financial Report oi the Denton

SAME MONT
LAST YEAR

268 0d
i.
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'ARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION

Form CU-109 DENTON COUNTY TEACHERS
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

FINANCIAL and STATISTICAL REPORT For Month f YUn0 19

BALANCE SHEET
END OF SAME MONTH LITHIS MONTH LAST YEAR

' ,_ _ . U 72

ABILITIES

A t Pnobkl

END OF SAME MONT
THIS MONTH LAST YEAR

Cash in Banks 444. 8 206.47 Notes Payable QQ0.Q Q5Q0
Petty Cash Fund

*U. S. Bonds (Par $ ) ~ ~-

Other Bonds (Par $ ) Dividends Authorized

.... _Fees 0o1'd Res.Bd.L -9.00

x2anchise T_ _ 7.52 _49.12

Furniture and Fixtures (Net)_ _3_4 _ _ _ _ __8

Charter r. .C Q Shares 7985.47 2378.33
1.Q Reserve for Bad Loans 93.00 11.07

Clr HNelp 4.00 Undivided Profits 55._75 .41
13ationey 1.88 Profit and Loss 57.61

____ ____ ___ __1.75 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

T OTAL li1 673.8 5102.78 TOTAL 11671.83 3102.78
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSE

EXPENSES THIS MONTH THIS YEAR INCOME TH THIS YEAR
EXPENSE TTHISMMONTH TO DATE To DATE

Interest Paid on Borrowed Money 12.00 69.00 Interest on Loans 4950 ___.7_

Officers Salaries 10.00 50.00 Entrance Fees _ .' 16.t75
Other Salaries Fines

Stationery and Supplies 1,8L Interest on Bonds
Rent, Heat and Light ~ ~

Advertising Stamps 5.00 7.00
Communications ~-

Misc. General 25.36 Other Income

Sub. Bridge 60.00

Trans. to Reserve for Bad Loans 1.75 16.75
Balance (Profit 5 1 Balance (Loss)-____

TOTAL _ _.; 305.,m3 TOTAL 51 25 305.53

STATISTICAL REPORT

LOANS SHARES AND MEMBERS

NO. AMOUNT

Made this Month 20 2481.75 Paid in on Shares this Month $1104.3'
Repaid this Month (Amt. Only) xxx 822.60 Withdrawn on Shares this Month $ 300.4
In Force at End of Month 100 11178.23 Total Paid in on Shares Since Organization $9509,91
Total Loaned Since Organization 202 22834.61 Total Withdrawn on Shares Since Organization $1544.4
Loans Delinquent

(A) One Month or Less 4_ _ .

(B) One to Two Months

(C) Two Months or Over
Charged off this Month

Charged.fSneO r ga n iz a tio n -

New Members this Month
Total Members end of Month
Total Members Since Organization

No.
No. 177
No. 182

*U. S. Government obligations, direct and fully guaranteed.

Supervisory Committee Treasurer

Figure 2.--The Financial Report of the Denton County

ASSETS

Loans

------ ----
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unpaid balance of the preceding month.

Months Balance payments

1... ....$IJS20.00 *.*..................10. 90
2........ 110.,00 **... 94.....9.99.. 10.83
3..... ... U .l U s00 9.......r. . . .... 10.75
4........ 90.(00 .............. ,..".4. 10.68
5....... 90.00 ........ 9....44... 10.60
6....... *70400 ..... "............. 10.53
7.,..... 60.00 99..9. .... 10.45
8........ 50."00 999... 94. 4.9... . 10.r 38
9........ 40.00 ."..".....9..4...... 10*30

10........ 30.00 .999...... .... 10.23
11........ 20.00 ... 9.....,....... 10.15
12........ 10.00 9.. 9.,... . . .. . 10.08

Total, principal and interest $125.8

Since on most loans the interest is calculated on the

original principal, this loan, figured on the same basis

would draw interest at four and nine-tenths per cent.

Thus a loan secured from another source at the same rate,

nine per cent, would have cost the borrower 410.80 instead

of the 5.88 charged by the Credit Union.

The credit union is required to set aside 20 per cent

of its net profit each year for a reserve iund. This

amount, plus the 25 cent membership fee that is charged

every new member, is set aside as a reserve fund against

bad loans, and may not be distributed to the stockholders

except in case of final liquidation. The credit union must

also maintain a cash reserve of five per cent of the paid-

in capital in order to be able to meet possible withdrawals

of funds. If, however, the board of directors wishes to

do so, it may require any member to give 60 days notice of
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intention to withdraw. This may save the credit union

embarrassment in case a big stockholder desires to with-

draw a sum which would inconvenience the union.

In order to join the Denton County Teachers Federal

Credit Union, the applicant must be on the payroll of some

school in Denton County, Texas. In addition to this, he

must buy one or more shares of stock at five dollars each.

t is by buying shares of stock in the Credit Union that

the member may take advantage of the saving and investment

features. The maximum number of shares that may be owned

by any one member is set by the board of directors of the

union. At the present time, the maximum is three hundred

shares, or $1,5QQ.0.

Since a reputation for honesty is a prerequisite for

membership in the Credit Union, any member may borrow any

amount up to 450.00 on an unsecured note. If he wishes

to borrow more, he must have either collateral or an en-

dorser. According to the bylaws, no loan can be made to

any one member for an amount greater than ten per cent of

the unimpaired capital and surplus. The maximum may be

set at any point below this by the board of directors.

Dividends are paid to shareholders according to the

number of shares they hold, and the length of time they

have owned them. This is done by a device called the share-

month. If at the end of the year, a stockholder has owned
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ten shares for a period of six months, his dividend is

figured on a basis of 60 share months. After the number

of share-months have been ascertained for each member,

the profit is divided accordingly. Thus, if one man has

owned eight shares for three months and another has owned

two shares for a year, each will receive the same dividend.

When the Credit Union was first organized a meeting

was held and a board of directors, a supervisory committee

of three members and a credit committee of three members

were elected.

The first duty of the directors was to elect officers

from among themselves. The officers to be elected were a

president, a vice president, a treasurer and a clerk. The

board of directors has general direction of the affairs of

the Union. Some of the duties as listed in article seven

of the bylaws are:

(a) Act upon all applications for membership.
(b) From time to time fix the amount and character

of, and approve, surety bonds required of any
officers having custody of funds, and may
authorize the payment of the premiums therefor,
by this credit union.

(c) Recommend the declaration of dividends.
(d) Fill vacancies in the board of directors and

in the credit committee, as herein provided.
(e) Determine from time to time the maximum num-

ber of shares that may be held by any member.
(f) Determine from time to time the interest rates

on loans and the maximum amount that may be
loaned, with or without, security, to any member.

(g) Authorize and supervise investments of this
credit union other than loans to members.
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(h) Designate the depository or depositories for
the funds of this credit union.

(1) Authorize borrowings and discounting operations
on behalf of this credit union.2

The board of directors of the Credit Union meet on

the second !riday of each month to carry out these duties.

Four of the directors constitute a quorum. If any director

fails to attend three consecutive meetings, his place may

be declared vacant and a new director elected.

The president and all other officers are members of

the board of directors and elected by the board. The

president presides at alt meetings of the board and of the

membership. When new directors and committees are to be

elected at the annual stockholders' meeting, he must have

appointed a nominating committee of three to name a man for

each place. After these men have been nominated, nominations

may be made from the floor before the voting by ballot takes

place.

The president has the responsibility of signing all

checks and drafts drawn on the Union. In addition to this

responsibility, he is not allowed to borrow from the Union

more than his share balance. The president must be a man

who is willing to give his time to the Union, because he

receives no salary.

The duties of the vice president are small unless the

2 Federal credit Union Bylaws, pp. 7-8.
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president is unable to assume his duties. In case the

president is incapacitated, the vice president assumes the

duties of president.

The treasurer is probably the most important officer

in the Union. He is the general manager of all business

affairs. He is obligated to make such bond as the board

of directors may specify. He has custody of all assets

and valuable papers of the union, and must keep complete

records of the business done, issuing monthly, quarterly

and annual statements. His signature, along with that of

the president, must be on all checks and drafts in order

to make them valid.

The clerk has the duties that his title implies. It

is his duty to keep records or all meetings, including

those of the board of directors, the committees, and the

membership. In addition, he must issue notices of all

meetings to those who are supposed to attend.

The credit committee must pass on all applications

for loans. The approval or two members of this committee

is sufficient. They must also determine the amount and

type of security behind all loans which call for security,

Their meetings are not held at regular intervals, but must

occur at least once a month. Actually, they meet much

more often.

The supervisory committee makes annual and quarterly

audits of the books of the Union. They must look into the
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affairs of the society and make an annual report to the

members. They may make recommendations to the members,

and have the power to suspend any officer until a meeting

of the members can be held to investigate the suspension.

This meeting must be held within seven days of the sus-

pension and all members must have received notice of the

meeting.

Both the board of directors and the credit committee

serve terms of two years. At the first annual meeting

after organizing the Union, four directors and two of the

credit committee come up for election. The next year the

remaining offices become open and are filled by election.

The members of the supervisory committee serve one year

terms, and are elected at the annual meeting each January.

In spite of the fact that some members have much

more invested in this organization than others, democracy

is assured by the principle of one vote per member. The

man with one share has as much voice in the management of

the Union as does the man withten or a hundred shares.

There seesm to ue little doubt as to the ultimate

success of the Denton County Teachers Credit Union. It

has already proved its ability to fill a need, It has

done so efficiently and economically. In addition to

furnishing a convenient source of loans and a profitable

channel for investment for its members, the Credit Union
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ie growing in size and strength steadily. It now sub-

scribes to the Bride, the national credit union monthly,

for each member. The next step being contemplated is

group insurance for all members, to be paid for by the

association.

It is the opinion of the writer that the Credit Union

will soon be able to reduce its interest rate. If it

becomes possible for the Credit Union to ciiscount its

commercial paper in order to secure more funds to lend,

as may be done by the banks, the interest rate may be

reduced to a much lower figure. The credit union movement

has unfathomed possibilities.



CHAPTER V

DENTON COUNTY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INCORPORATED

The Rural Electrification Administration is an inde-

pendent agency created by an act of Congress to carry out

a ten year rural electrification program., It is to con-

tinue the program started by a similar agency under Pres-

ident Roosevelt in the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act

of 1935. The REA began to function in 1936, with Morris

Llewellen Cooke appointed administrator for the ten year

program.

During the ten years, 4410,000,000 is to be available
to the rural communities of the United States which do

not have access to any central station power service.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1937, $50,000,000

was available, and for each of the succeeding nine years

an appropriation of $40,000,000 is authorized. During

1938 an additional $100,000,000 has been made available

for REA borrowers.

The purpose of the REA is to lend money for the con-

struction of lines for the transmission and distribution

of electric power, and in some cases for the building of

generating plants, in communities which are not receiving

central station service.

During the summer and early fall of 1936, some of the

63
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Denton farm leaders and their advisors began to discuss

the possibilities of a cooperative society in Denton

County for the purpose of serving the Denton County far-

mers with electricity. Only those farmers near towns and

those who lived adjacent to a power line serving these

towns had been able to obtain electricity up to this time.

Those who were being served in this manner were having

to pay a high rate for the small amounts they bought.

On November 2, 1936, Mr. George Warren, county agent

of Denton County, called a county wide mass meeting of

farmers to consider the project. Mr. C. 0. Faulkenwald,

of FEA, who was to have spoken to the meeting did not ar-

rive, so Dr. P. L. Conrod, of the Economics Department of

the North Texas State Teachers College, spoke in his stead.

Dr. Conrod had previously made addresses to the Denton

County Farmers Club, the Denton Lions Club and the Dallas

Civic Federation on the same subject, and was well quali-

fied to present the project at the farm mass meeting.

After the project had been presented to the farmers,

their reaction was so favorable that it was decided to

endeavor to carry on the program. Mr. Gus Egan was cho-

sen as chairman of the organization, and a number of key

men from all sections of the county were selected to visit

all their neighbors to secure their signatures to survey

sheets. All farmers who wished to take part in the pro-

;



ject were asked to sign the sheets.

On the next day, November 3, 1936, Mr. Faulkenwald,

accompanied by a Mr. Montford and a Mr. Ray, of Texas

Agricultural and Mechanical College, arrived at Denton

and conferred with the officers and advisors of the new

organization. The signed survey sheets were turned over

to the two men from A. and M. College, who were to make

a map of Denton County with the prospective users of el-

ectricity spotted on the map. After this was done, there

were strong indications of a lack of a proper cooperative

attitude on the part of these two men who were supposed

to be helping the farmers put through their project.

After Montford and Ray had made a trip to Dallas, during

which they visited the offices of Texas Power and Light

Company, an agent of Texas Power and Light arrived in Den-

ton with a photostatic copy of the county map which had

been made by the two. The A. and M. men also advised

groups of the farmers that it would be unwise for them to

attempt a cooperative enterprise, as they would not be

able to manage it successfully. Their advice was to turn

the project over to some private power company, such as

the Texas Power and Light Company.

After these indications of improper leadership appeared,

Dr. Conrod and Dr. Johnson advised the farm leaders to

have no further dealings with Montford and Ray. The or-
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ganization followed this advice, and for some time nothing

more was done.

A few weeks later, Dr. Conrod learned of the activi-

ties of William G. Morrison, a rural electrification en-

gineer. Mr. Morrison had helped other organizations to

get their projects approved by the REA, and after consid-

ering the help he might render, it was decided to turn the

Denton County project over to him. This was done, and the

plans for the project were on their way to Washington by

December 24, 1936. On March 19, 1937, the project was ap-

proved, and a loan of $530,000 was agreed upon to finance

the building of approximately 550 miles of line for the

distribution system. On September 20, 1937, the first

holes for the light poles were dug. On February 19, 1938,

the first line was energized and the first member was

served with electricity.

At the annual meeting of the members on July 26, 1938,

the manager of the project, Mr. W. S. Long, read an engin-

eer's report. This report stated that lines had been

staked totalling 676.4 miles, poles erected, 580.5 miles,

wire strung, 540.5 miles, customers installed, 1,633,

line energized, 170 miles, and customers receiving elec-

tricity, 369. The reason that more of the wire that has

been strung has not been energized is the fact that as

long as work is being done on any part of a section of line,
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none of it may be energized. The insurance carried by

the construction company would be voided if it allowed

its workers to work on a "hot" line.

It will be noticed that of the line already energized,

there are only a little more than two customers per mile.

This is because some of the members who will soon be using

the lines have not yet hooked on. Some of them have not

yet had their houses wired for electricity. When the pro-

ject is finished and begins to serve farmers over the

whole county, there will be more than three customers per

mile in the whole system.

At the time of the 1938 annual meeting, the society

had 1378 paid up memberships. On joining the organization,

each candidate for membership must buy one five dollar

share of stock. There are 538 memberships which have been

applied for, but are not yet paid up.

The original loan of $530,000 has been out to $490,

000, as the society realized that the original amount would

be more than enough. This loan has been secured for 20

years, at an interest rate of 2.77 per cent per annum.

The loan is to be amortized over the 20 year period out

of the profits of the organization.

The society receives its electric power from the

Texas Power and Liight Company. This is bought at whole-

sale rates of O)'e 9ent each for the first 10,000 kilowatt
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hours, and seven mills per kilowatt for any amount over

10,000. There is also a meter demand charge made by the

light company. The amount of the charge is determined by

looking at the load chart, which shows how much energy is

being carried over the lines at all times, and making an

average of the four peaks shown on the chart each month.

The meter demand charge is two dollars per ampere, and if

the average peak load is forty amperes, the monthly meter

demand charge is $80. During the month of Tune, 1938,

the members of the cooperative society used 15,310 kilo-

watt hours of electricity. The bill rendered by Texas

Power and Light was for $249.17. This made the average

cost per kilowatt hour amount to approximately 1#627 cents.

This electricity is sold to the members at the fol-

lowing rates:

First 25 KWH or less, $2.25
Next 55 KWH at 44 cents each
Next 120 KWH at 4 cents each
All over 200 KWH at l cents each

This means that if a member receives any energy at

all, his monthly bill will be $2.25, and that all he uses

over the first 25 kilowatt hours will decrease the cost

per unit. If a farmer should buy several electrical ap-

pliances and use 400 kilowatt hours, his monthly bill

would be $10.73, or an average of approximately 2.68 cents

per kilowatt hour. When the membership can be educated to

realize that the more they use, the cheaper the unit price



will be, the amount of electricity consumed should be in-

creased greatly. Thus far, the average amount used by

those members who are being served is less than the mini-

mum.

After the association established itself of a sound

business basis, it is possible that the rates charged will

be greatly lowered. This should happen even before the

loan is entirely paid. After, the loan is liquidated, the

price of electricity should be out down to an extremely

low rate, because the rate will only have to cover the

wholesale cost of the energy, the management costs, and

the upkeep of the lines.

Some of the other REA projects have established agen-

cies for financing the purchase of electric appliances and

the wiring of the houses of the members. This, however,

is not done by the local cooperative. Each member is re-

sponsible for having his own house wired for electricity

before he can be served by the association. If he wants

appliances, he must arrange for their purchase himself.

This saves the association much trouble and allows the man-

agement to concentrate on the building and maintenance of

the distribution lines. The main objection to the fact

that the association does not give this service to its mem-

bers is that tf it did so, the members might be able to

effect a saving by the association's buying appliances in
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wholesale lots.

There is a possibility that within the next few

years the society will not have to rely on the Texas Power

and Light Company for its wholesale electricity. Govern-

ment dam projects are going up in various parts of Texas,

with power projects being built in conjunction. The Den-

ton Cooperative's contract with Texas Power and Light is

made for only three years, and by the time of its expir-

ation, the federal projects should be completed. There is

one dam to be built on the Red River, near Denison, Texas,

at a cost of $54,000,000. This dam will be only some 60

or 70 miles from Denton, and power could be transmitted

that short distance very economically. If this happens,

the local association should be able to secure its power

at not more than one-half of one cent per kilowatt hour.

This would enable the association to make an appreciable

reduction in rates within the near future.

When this happens, the amount of.power used by the

members will increase rapidly. It is possible to antici-

pate the future and see much of the farm work, the cooking,

heating and refrigeration done by electricity, in addition

to the uses to which it is already being put.

Morris L. Cooke describes the outlook as follows:

Progressive farmers who have been lucky enough
to be able to obtain electricity have for years have
been making increasing and profitable use of elec-
tricity.
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Fifteen years ago electricity was generally
used only for lighting. What a different world
we live in today. Electricity is the most gifted
servant that you can hire. It will milk your cows
and keep the milk cool and pure, saw your wood, and
pump your water. In your house it will cook your
food, take the chill from your rooms on a frosty
morning, wash your clothes, cool your food and keep
it from spoiling, make ice to cool the beverages
you drink on hot days, and bring to your family by.
means of the radio the finest music and the most
recent news.

From the same source, we have the following infor-
mation:

Many foreign countries are far ahead of the
United States in the extent to which electricity
is made available to farmers. In Germany 9 out
of every 10 farms are served with electricity as
compared with about 1 in 10 in this country.
More than half of the farms in Scandinavia (Den-
mark, Norway and Sweden) receive electric service.
Belgium, Holland, and Switzerland enjoy almost
universal rural electrification. Nearly every
rural community in France and Italy is electri-
fied. In Japan, where 90 per cent of all house-
holds are connected for service, electricity is
widely used for lighting, irrigation pumping,
and rice threshing. New Zealanders have far
outstripped Americans in farm electrification by
bringing electricity to well over half of their
farming population. Although the rural popula-
tion of most of these countries is more congested
than that of the United States, the standards of
living generally in our country are higher than
those abroad, and the American farmer should
share in the relative Ameican prosperity and
high standards of living.

The organization of the Denton County Electric Coop-

erative, Incorporated, is similar to that of the other co-

operative organizations in the county, with the exception

that much of the power of the officers and directors is

1 Morris L. Cooke, h EA Guide, p. 1.

2 lbid ., p. 18.
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taken from their hands by the REA. Before important steps

may be taken by the organization, the approval of the REA

authorities in Washington must be secured. This was done

when the contract was let. The REA authorities did not

choose which of the competing contractors should be awarded

the contract, but they reserved the power of veto. The

same thing is true in regulating the rate scale at which

electricity will be sold to members.

Aside from the supervisory nature of the lending

agency, the organization is fairly typical. Seven direc-

tors by the membership at their annual meetings. At the

first meeting of the directors following the annual meeting

of members, the officers for the coming year are elected

from the board of directors. These officers consist of a

president, a vice-president, a secretary and a treasurer.

The last two offices may be held by the same person.

The active management of the organization is invested

in the manager, whose appointment must be approved by the

REA authorities. The chief qualification for the manager

is that he must be a competent business man. He is not

elected from the board of directors.

The rule of one vote per member, and the other Roch-

dale principles are incorporated in this organization.

There will be no sharing of the profit until the debt to

the government is paid, except in possible rate reductions.



Even after the liquidation of the loan the chief patronage

return will be in the form of lower electric rates.

A study of this organization opens a large field of

speculation for the student of cooperatives, The distri-

bution of cheap electricity may be only the opening wedge

into a future of increased comforts and a higher standard

of living. As the farmers realize the gains they have se-

cured through this cooperative venture, cooperation in other

fields may be tried.

If the Denton County Eectric Cooperative achieves the

success that appears to be its destiny, farmers in other

sections may be inspired to form such organizations for

themselves. Surely there is no reason why such a wealthy

nation as the United States should lag so far behind the

poorer nations of Europe in the matter of rural electrifi-

cation.



CHAPTER VI

COOPERATIVE BOARDING HOUSES AT T. S. C. W.

In the past, the securing of a college education has

been rather expensive. This fact made it practically an

impossibility for some capable students to go to college,

There is non a movement on foot which lowers the cost of

living, while attending college, to a point that makes it

possible for an enterprising student to attend college, re-

gardless of his financial status.

This is the cooperative boarding house movement 9 The

Texas State College for Women, at Denton, Texas, has done

much toward showing the practicability and the worth of

this movement. In four years this institution has per-

fected its cooperative houses, until the demand for mem-

bership in the houses greatly exceeds the capacity of the

organization.

For several years students who were having difficulty

in meeting college expenses had been asking the college

authorities for permission to do light-housekeeping. Since

the girls stayed in dormitories that were not equipped for

this, permission was denied.

The demand grew, however, and in the late summer of

1934, Dr. L. H. Hubbard and Mrs. Mattie Lloyd Wooten, presi-

dent and dean of women, respectively, of the college,
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decided to give the matter more attention. They had heard

of the cooperative houses being successfully operated at

Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College, and decided to

inspect them. They made the trip to College Station.

They were so impressed with what they saw that on returning

to Dentoh, they rented a house in which to try an experi-

ment.

At the opening of the fall semester of the 1934-35

school year, twelve 4-H Club girls were chosen, and along

with a hostess to supervise them, they were installed in

the cooperative house. This house was an immediate suc-

cess. In just a few weeks the success of the first house

had created such a demand that another house was rented,

and fifteen more girls joined the cooperatives. At mid-

semester a third house was obtained. These houses con-

tinued their successful operation, until the present.

There are now twelve of these cooperative houses, seven

of which have been built by the colege, housing more than

50u girls.

Since the demand for places in the cooperative houses

is so great, great care in selection of girls is necessary.

The first requisite for the privilege or staying in the

cooperative houses is financial inability to stay in the

regular dormitories. The parents of candidates must sign

papers saying that they are unable to send their daughters



to school through the regular channels. In case it is

found that fraud has been perpetrated, the girl is asked

to move to the dormitories.

In spite of this rule of segregating the poorer stu-

dents from the others, the officials and students of the

college who were questioned say that there is very little

class feeling. What little there is seems to be on the

part of the girls who live in the cooperatives.

Each girl brings her own linens and bed clothes with

her from home. A list of things required is as follows:

.ASh'eets./.*. ..... ".............."........."...4Sh e t kV s * *. i. . ". ...R ..... ""* ." . . * .fi. . ". . . i ..iP i11ow cases. . ....... *. *.... ..........

Blankets.. #*""."."."... . .. . ...... ". ... ......2

Hand towels...... ...... .. .... #.. . . .. ... 6
Bath o e .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

Wash cloths.............................5
dresser crves..................... .2

Cup toweLs............... 9.. ... .... ...

Each house is rented to the girls who live in it. A

fixed rental is set for each house, and the amount is

divided equally among all the inmates. All utility bills

are paid in a lump sum and each girl is assessed her equal

share. The rent usually amounts to a little more than two

dollars per girl per month, and the utilities are usually

from one to two dollars. There is a maintenance fee

charged each girl of from fifty to seventy-five cents per

month. The only other item is the food bill, which is

usually in the neighborhood of five dollars a .month.

The girls do their own work. The cooking, serving,

t
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dishwashing, and other tasks are done in regular shifts

by the various girls. Each girl takes her turn at all

tasks, and is also responsible for cleaning her own room.

The food for ali twelve houses is bought through the

college by the same agency that purchases for the dormi-

tory system. This buying is done by the house manager,

usually a Senior home economics major, who keeps accounts

for the house in which she lives in lieu of doing her

share of the other work.

Cooperative students are allowed to bring food

from home to apply on their grocery bill. This may be

done each month to an amount of five dollars per month.

All food thus brought must pass inspection before it will

be accepted. It must be in standard sized containers of

even pounds, quarts or gallons. In this way those girls

whose parents live on farms and can their own meats,

fruits, and vegetables are often able to cut their living

expenses in half.

The College estimates that a girl who stays at one of

the cooperative houses can go to school for $161.50 per

year. Their figures are:

FIRST SEMESTER

On entrance in September:
Tuition and optional fee...........$17.75
Library deposit.................... 6.00
Room and board.... . ... .... ,. .". .. . b.uu

Total k2i.75...$I8.75
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On or before October 10, room and board.......$10.00
On or before november 10

Tuition and optional fee....$17.50
Room and board.............. 10.00

Total $27.50....... 27.5u
On or before December l0, room and board...... 1U.Uu
On or before January 10, room and board....... IU.UU

Total (more or less) for semester....F.5

SECOND SEMESTER

On entrance
Tuition and optional fee......$17.75
Room and board............... 10.00

T'otal...$2 .7.....w..$27.75

On or before March 10, room and board......... 10.00
On or before April 10

Tuition and optional fee......;17.50
Room and board................ 10.00

Total...$27a .f.......$27.5

On or before May 10, room and board........... 10.00
Total for semester...,.......J75.5

Total estimated expenses for both
semesters, including library deposit......jP161.50

From the foregoing estimate, it will be seen that a

girl can live in one of the cooperative boarding houses

and go to school rather cheaply. If she takes advantage

of the opportunity of bringing most of her food from home 2

it can be seen that she can go to one of our outstanding

girls schools for approximately 120 per year and get a

bachelor's degree with an expenditure of something under

$500. A table is given on the next page showing the

average cost per girl in the cooperative boarding houses

each month of the school years of 1936-37 and 1937-38.



TABLE 3

COOPERATIVE HOUSES AT T. S. C. w.*

-w - !M 0 '4-1- -P

Main-
Period eat Ttil- te- Total Food Aver-
Covered ity nance Gen'l age

Sept., 1936.. $2.07 $0.39 0.52 42.98 P373 $6.76
October...... 2.06 1.10 .50 3.66 5.27 8.93
November..... 2.05 1.91 .50 4.46 4.99 9.45
December..... 2.05 1.76 .50 4.31 3.39 7.70
January,.1937 2.04 1.54 .50 4.08 4.80 8.88
February..... 2.24 2.27 .55 5.06 5.39 10.45
March........ 2.22 1.74 .65 4.61 4.43 9.04
April........ 2.23 1.39 .65 4.27 5.65 9.92
May.......... 2.25 1.54 .65 4.44 5.01 9.45
September..... 2.06 .32 .75 3.13 2.56 5.69
October...... 2.02 .95 .75 3.72 5.68 9.40
November..... 2.03 1.58 .75 4.36 5.27 9.63
December..... 2.04 1.79 .75 4.58 4.32 8.90
January, 1938 2.05 1.28 .75 4.08 6.27 10.35
February..... 2.07 1.99 .75 4.81 6.38 11.19
March........ 2.06 1.48 .75 4.29 5.77 10.06
April........ 2.09 2.27 .75 4.11 5.20 9.31
May.......... 2.09 1.61 .75 3.70 6.69 10.39

Average for
two years 2.09 1.43 .61 4.15 5.05 9.20

*
This table was compiled from monthly reports of the

cooperative houses, and shows the average cost, per girl
for each month of the two school years beginning September,
1936 and September, 1937.
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The question might be raised as to the respective

scholarship of the cooperative girls with those who live

in the regular dormitory system, Such a study was made

at the end of the first semester of the 1937-38 school

year. This comparison showed that 16 per cent of' the girls

living in the dormitories were on the college honor roll,

while 15 per cent of the cooperative girls earned that

honor. From this study, it can be seen that the work the

cooperative girls have to do does not appear to detract

from their studies. The difference of one per cent is

likely to swing from one side to the other, and does not

appear to be significant.

It can be seen that this organization violates several

of the Rochdale principles. In the. first place, the mem-

bership of these cooperatives does not select its officers.

The whole system is under the direct supervision of the

college. The girls, however, do hold regular meetings to

discuss ways in which they can improve conditions, how to

serve meals, and how to prepare food.. They own no stock

in their cooperative and are members only so long as they

are in school.

This school is confronted with the problem of how

large to allow its cooperative organization to grow. If

the cooperative system is allowed to grow indefinitely,

there is the possibility of its overshadowing the dormi-
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story system. This is undesirable, since the college has

a huge investment in the dormitories, and this system must

be kept on a paying basis.

There is also the possibility that the college might

gain the reputation of being only a poor girls' school.

For these reasons, the cooperative system must remain

smaller than the regular dormitory system.

It is our conclusion that a cooperative system should

be developed by all colleges, so that the financial status

of the prospective student will not be the sole factor in

determining whether or not he will go to college, or which

institution he will attend.

If, by this movement, every student who shows intellec-

tual promise is enabled to attend the school of his choice,

surely a step has been taken toward a more nearly true de-

mocracy.



CHAPTER VII

OTHER DENTON COUNTY COOPERATIVES

The three Denton County cooperative associations de-

scribed in the preceding chapters are considered by the

writer to be of greater importance, either actually or po-

tentially, than the remaining societies in the same area.

For this reason, the remaining societies are grouped into

this chapter.

Two of these societies vre the oldest cooperatives in

the county, and possibly deserve a more prominent place in

this study. Both of these are successful organizations.

They are the Dairy Farmers Cooperative Society and the Den-

ton County Pedigreed Grain Association.

Dairy Farmers Cooperative Society

In 1920 a group of dairy farmers met in Denton with

the purpose of setting up an organization for handling

dairy feed. They felt that they were paying too much for

the feed they had been buying from the privately owned feed

stores. They knew that with the quantity of feed that they

bought, a small saving on each hundred pound unit would, in

the course of a year, amount to a material gain.

After discussing the possibilities of a cooperative

society for the distribution of feed, 58 of these farmers

decided to give the venture a trial. Each farmer bought
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one share of stock in the organization. Each share had a

value of ten dollars. No man bought more than one share.

This organization started, then, with a share balance of

580. With this amount they procured wholesale lots of

feed and a building in which to store it.

This organization now has 198 members, and a share

balance of ' 1980. With this small amount of capital, the

Dairy Farmers Cooperative Society does an annual business

of between $65,000 and $70,000. Approximately 65 per cent

of the sales are made to members. The profits are distri-

buted to the members according to their patronage, follow-

ing the famous Rochdale principle. There has never been a

year in which profits were not made. The smallest patron-

age dividend was in the first year of operation, when a div-

idend of two and one-half per cent was declared. The divi-

dends have ranged all the way from this figure to 13 per

cent. At the end of the year 1937, a dividend of four per

cent was declared.

It may be surprising to some students of cooperation

that this success has been possible in spite of the fact

that the Rochdale principle of "no credit" has not been

observed. Mr. H. H. Snow, the manager of the cooperative.

feed store, says that he has repeatedly recommended that

the society go on a strictly cash basis, but that the mem-

bers are accustomed to obtaining credit and do not want to

83
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change. Collections have always been good, due to the fact

that the merchandise bought by the members has gone into

productive channels and has given them an income with which

to pay their accounts.

No member has ever been allowed to buy more than one

ten dollar share of stock in the society. Each share draws

interest at a rate of eight per cent. There has been no

need to raise additional capital, due to the fact that a

feed store does not need a great deal of expensive equip-

ment. Most of the feed that is handled is bought already

prepared. Whenever it is cheaper or necessary, the society

buys grain and makes its own feed.

Since each member owns only one share, the voting is

necessarily only one vote for each member. A board of

directors is selected by the membership and, as is the case

with most cooperative societies, the board selects the of-

ficers and employees of the organization. There is an an-

nual meeting of all members of the society, and the board

of directors meets three times a year. They may be called

into session more often, in the case of important business.

Once each year an outside auditor is called in to

audit the books of the society. This man makes a study of

the financial condition of the enterprise and makes out a

balance sheet and a profit and loss statement. These are

presented to the members at the annual meeting.
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This organization has possibilities that have not yet

been tapped. There are two other fields ofrconsumer co-

operation which have been considered by some of the members,

which would do much to out down their cost of living

and their cost of production, These two are a cooperative

grocery store and a cooperative filling station.

Without much expense in enlarging their store, the

dairy farmers could install some gasoline pumps and build

a small wing for the handling of staple groceries. The

society already employs three men to operate its feed con-

cern, and these men could probably operate the filling sta-

tion and grocery store without adding more expense to the

payroll, at least until the other enterprises grow to a

size that would support more employees.

The Dairy Farmers Cooperative Society probably comes

nearer to following the Rochdale principles than any other

society in Denton County. As has been said, the "no credit"

rule is violated, but all the other principles are followed.

Denton County Pedigreed Grain Association

In 1923, 25 Denton County grain growers decided to

form an association for the growing, cleaning and selling

of pedigreed seed grain. Since this section is especially

adapted to growing wheat and oats, these grains were chosen.

Provisions of the by-laws have undergone minor changes,

but the present by-laws are not appreciably different from
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the original ones. The chief difference is that the last

by-laws, drawn up in 1931, limit the membership of the or-

ganization to 20.

There are 20 equal shares in the association, and no

member may own more than one share, or vote more than one

time. These shares have no par value, The value of each

is raised as the assets of the association grow. If there

are fewer than 20 members of the association, the remaining

shares become "Treasury Shares" and become the property of

the organization. No new members may be admitted without

being voted upon by the whole membership, who set the price

of the share to be sold to the new member.

There are other. qualifications for membership. Accord-

ing to the by-laws:

The membership shall be confined to farmers
who are. trustworthy, who are capable of producing
pure seed, free from noxious weeds. Members must
agree to abide by all laws, rules and regulations
of the association. Failure to abide by such rules
may be punished by expulsion at the discretion of the
executive committee.

The membership of the organization has dropped from

the original 25 to 13. The chief reason for this is that

some of the charter members have allowed their land to be-

come foul with Johnson grass or other noxious weeds. In

such a case, the member's share was evaluated by the execu-

tive committee and bought by the organization.

Every effort is made to keep the quality of the seed

lDenton County Pedigreed Grain Association, By-laws, p. 1.
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as high as possible. The association names certain varie-

ties of seed that may be planted. No member may plant more

than one kind of wheat or one or oats in the same year.

The members must buy new seed from the State Experiment Farm

at least once each four years. The seed must be treated

for the prevention of smut each year before being planted.

Before the grain is out, it must be examined by an

inspector from the State Department of Agriculture. This

is done after the grain has headed, and while it is still

standing in the field. One hundred per cent varietal pur-

ity is required before the field passes the test. If any

Johnson grass or other extraneous plants are discovered in

the field, it is immediately disqualified.

At threshing time it is the responsibility of each

member, at the time his grain is threshed, to see that all

wagons, threshers, sacks, and other containers of grain are

free from anything that might contaminate the seed. Twenty-

five bushels of oats and 15 bushels of wheat must be run

through the thresher before any grain is saved for seed.

Another rule which is conducive to growing good seed

is one which outlaws the growing of seed grain on land

which has been in grain the previous year. This necessi-

tates the rotation of crops, and prevents the mixing of two

varieties of seeds.

From the preceding rules, it is evident that quality
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is a major concern with this organization, Even though

the profit motive was the moving factor in the organization,

these farmers have been intelligent enough to realize that

since their product was to be sold to experts, it must be

sold on its own merits alone. Advertising would be useless

in this field unless the quality of the seed came up to ad-

vertised quality.

This association maintains a manager, a bookkeeper,

and such labor as is needed during processing and shipping

periods. Each member must sell his seed at a price fixed

by a vote of the whole membership, and pay five per cent

of the sale price to the association. Meetings of the mem-

bers are held semi-annually, in January and July. Officers

are elected at the January meetings, and the prices at which

the seed is to be sold are set in July. This price is us-

ually about double the market price of regular grain, al-

though in some years it has dropped to about 60 per cent

above the market price. There is one price set for wheat

and one for oats, and all members must abide by this price.

There is naturally some range in the quality of the

seed handled by the association in spite of the standards

that it sets. One man may produce the most desirable seed

one year, and then be outdone by another member the next,

due to different weather conditions, time of planting, or

some other element in which chance is involved. However,

7r
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the buyer gets a good grade of seed whether or not he gets

the best that the organization has.

As orders for grain come in, some of each man's seed

is sold, in proportion to the total amount he has for sale.

If only 90 per cent of the total grain in the association

warehouse is sold, each man receives payment for that pro-

portion of the grain he submitted for sale. Profits and

expenses of operating are shared according to the amount

of grain Sold by each member.

This cooperative, of necessity, departs from the Roch-

dale principles, since it is a productive organization, and

the Rochdale rules were laid down for a consumer cooperative.

The membership must be kept down to those farmers who are

able to produce the type of seed the by-laws demand. In

fact, 12 of the original 25 members have dropped out, large-

ly because of their inability to meet the standards set by

the organization.

The rule for selling goods at prevailing prices is

naturally violated, since the price for this type of pro-

duct is based on the quality of the seed and the supply of

and demand for pedigreed grain seed.

The members are actuated, of course, more by self-in-

terest than any desire for the betterment of $heir neigh-

bors. They keep the quality of their product as high as

possible and set the price at a point at which they believe
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it will sell and give them the best profit. This is true

of any production cooperative which is not owned by the

consumers, and is no condemnation of the organization.

The Denton County Pedigreed Grain Association has been

in existence for 15 years, and although the present mem-

bership is smaller than it was at the beginning, it appears

to be operating as efficiently as ever. The years it has

been in business have given it advertising, and when its

name appears on a grain sack, quality seed is assured.

There seems to be no good reason why this organization

should fail as long as there is a group of intelligent, co-

operative farmers in Denton County.

Farmers Cooperative Gin Company

During 1935 and early 1936 a group of farmers of the

Aubrey community began to form an organization for the es-

tablishment of a cooperative gin. Mr. Will Coffey was the

leading light in this movement, and with the help of some

of his friends, he covered the countryside, talking to

farmers and obtaining their agreements to patronize the

cooperative gin when it was installed.

The agreement, which between 140 and 150 farmers

signed, reads as follows:

We, the Farmers Cooperative Gin Company, of Aubrey,
Texas, party of the first part, and the cotton pro-
ducers of the Aubrey gin territory, party of the
second part, enter into the following contract:

The party of the first part agrees to build a
modern and up-to-date gin plant, and at all times
to pay the market price for cotton and cotton seed.
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In consideration of the above, we, the party
of the second part, agree to gin all of the cotton
produced by us during the seasons of 1936 and 1937. 2

After a sufficient number of signatures had been ob-

tained, Mr. Coffey and his group again went around to see

the signers, this time to get them to sign notes for the

purchase of stock. Each share of stock was to have a par

value of five dollars. The farmers who signed notes bought

one or more shares of stock, and gave the notes in payment

of stock.

After these notes were made to the organization, they

obtained a gin site, on which the main building had been

burned a few years earlier. Left standing on the site,

however, were a seed house, a small office building, some

stone walls from the old gin, and the wagon scales. By

this time $4,000 had been received by the organization in

notes and in cash, in payment for shares of stock. The

society made arrangements then with the Houston Bank for

Cooperatives for a loan of an additional 44,000, to draw

interest at a rate of four per cent.

The Farmers Gin began operation in the fall of 1936

and continued ginning until late that year. The first

year, partly due to the short ginning season during which

the society functioned, they ginned :only 574 bales. In

spite of this small number, the society made a profit of

1,500 during the first year.

2as told to the writer by Will Coffey, who is secretary
of the Farmers Cooperative Gin Company.
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During the ginning season from August, 1937, to Feb-

ruary, 1938, the society ginned 949 bales, and made a net

profit of $1,817.70. This amount should have been almost

twice as much, but for the fact that in trading in cotton

the association lost $1,809.26. The society agreed in the

original contract, quoted on the first page of this study,

to pay the market price for cotton and seed that the mem-

bers brought to be ginned. During the 1937-38 season, due

to competition of other gins, all gins in that section were

actually paying more for the cotton than they could sell it

for. This loss was made up to a certain extent by profits

from ginning. In the case of the Farmers Gin, half of the

profits of other operations were wiped out by the trading

loss. The net profit on ginning was A2,479.02, on buying

and selling seed, $752.99, and on buying and selling bag-

ging and ties, the profit was .394.95. After subtracting

the trading loss, the net profit remaining was t1,817.70.

On each bale of cotton ginned, the members receive

credit of one dollar on the amount of stock they have agreed

to buy. Any farmer who has his cotton ginned with the or-

ganization automatically becomes a member, and his patron-

age dividend on one dollar applies on membership stock.

The amount of one dollar per bale has been set arbitrarily,

and as soon as the indebtedness to the Bank for Cooperatives

has been paid, the farmers should begin to receive a cash
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dividend.

Aubrey is a poor community, dukto the quality or land

surrounding it. It is mainly sand, which has already seen

its most productive years. The amount of cotton produced

per acre has decreased considerably during the past few

years. Another thing which cuts down the amount of cotton

available for ginning in this community is the governmental

plan for the reduction of acreage of cotton. Most of the

farmers in this area have cooperated with the government

and have reduced their acreage by about one-third.

These factors make the prospects of a cooperative gin

less bright in this community than in some others, but the

very fact of the land's being poor makes the need for such

an institution even greater.

These farmers, probably as much as any group in the

county, need to augment their earnings in every way possible.

They have not tried other phases of cooperation, but some

of the far sighted members have considered trying some of

the other types when the gin becomes a proved success.

The farmers of the Aubrey community appear to have a

cooperative spirit which is growing stronger every year.

Their leaders feel that gradually this cooperative feeling

will knit them together for a common purpose. There is only

enough cotton in this community for one gin, and the members

of the cooperative society expect, in time, to do all the

ginning.
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The Hebron Cooperative Gin

Hebron is one of the richest agricultural communities

in Denton County. It lies in the eastern section of the

county, in the black land cotton section. Cotton is the

chief agricultural product of the community, so cotton gins

have always done a good business.

The farmers of this community began hearing of the

savings that had been made in other cotton raising sections

by the organization of cooperative gins. As more and more

news of successful cooperative gins filtered into Hebron,

with information about the savings that had been returned

to the cotton growers, the minds of the local farmers began

to be filled with the idea of attempting such an organiza-

tion themselves.

In the spring of 1938, such an organization was be-

gun. An existing gin, owned by a corporation and managed

by Mr. H. R. Lord, one of the stockholders, was bought by

the organization. The property was appraised by a private

appraiser, who set the value at 425,000, and by a federal

appraiser, who set the value at #19,000. This latter

figure was selected as the sale price of the gin.

The new organization had no funds with which to make

the purchase, so it was necessary to raise the funds. This

was done by borrowing 60 per cent of the purchase price

from the Houston Bank for Cooperatives, and by stock of the
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new cooperative society. The stockholders in the old cor-

poration were given 40 per cent of the 419,000 in this co-

operative stock. This stock issued to the former owners

is preferred stock, which draws interest at a rate of

eight per cent, and has no vote in the management of the

gin.

The preferred stock was issued in units of $10 per

share, and may be redeemed at any time the organization

desires. The Houston Bank for Cooperatives recommends that

this be done before the loan to the bank is paid. The char-

ter of the organization calls for the issue of 1,000 shares

of preferred stock, and 25,000 shares of common stock at

one dollar per share.

Any person who patronized the cooperative gin will

automatically become a member. If he has so much as one

bale of cotton ginned at the cooperative, the amount of

patronage return to which he is entitled will be applied

on the number of shares of common stock it will buy. All

members must agree to buy a certain number of shares of com-

mon stock, and sign a note made out to the organization for

an amount equal to the par value of the number of shares they

have agreed to buy. All their patronage dividends will be

applied on these shares, until the amount of their notes

are paid. One share is the minimum for each member.

In the early summer of 1938, 75 Hebron farmers had al-
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ready joined the organization, with the ginning season still

three months away. By the time cotton is ready to gin in

the fall of 1938, the organization should have between one

and two hundred members. Even with 100 members, the suc-

cessful operation of the gin should be assured, since in

the Hebron community this number should gin 2,000 bales of

cotton during the average year. This amount is enough to

allow the organization to show some profit the first year.

Judging from what has been done by similar organiza-

tions, the members of the Hebron Cooperative Gin Company ex-

pect to make a patronage return of two dollars per bale to

the local farmers. If this is done, the number of members

should grow until it includes the majority of farmers in the

locality.

An outstanding example of what can be done by cooper-

ative gins in Texas is the success of the cooperatives in

Quanah, Texas. This organization has been in existence

since 1923. It is now operating three gins, which have

made patronage returns of $268,853.80. 3

The organization of the Hebron Cooperative society

is similar to the usual type of cooperative organization.

There is an annual meeting of the members, at which the

business of the organization is discussed, and directors

are elected. There are seven directors, who have charge

3 t producer onsumer, July, 1958, p. 5.
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of the operation of the gin, elect officers from among

their own number, and appoint a manager. H. P. Lord, who

managed the gin before its reorganization, has been ap-

pointed manager by the directors. He will have charge of

all ginning operations, subject to the supervision of the

board of directors.

The Hebron farmers have an opportunity to do a great

deal toward helping their financial status. If the farmer

who raises 25 bales of cotton effects a saving of only $50

per year, this amount in cash will do much to raise his

standard of living. If, in addition to cooperative ginning,

the organization goes into cooperative marketing of cotton

and other farm products, this saving may be even further

augmented. There are also possibilities in the idea of

handling consumers goods for the members. In this way they

might make their dollars buy more, and actually increase

their incomes. The surface of these possibilities has just

been scratched. Much depends upon the type of leadership

the organization has. Much also depends upon the develop-

ment of a philosophy of cooperation on the part of the indi-

vidual members. If the leadership and membership of the or-.

ganization will look into the future, and plan for it, rather

than having immediate gain as the sole goal, an optimistic

outlook can be taken as to the future of the organization.
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The Granges

In Denton County there are two local granges. These

are members of the National Grange, and have been organized

in the last few years. Since the latter part of the 19th

century the Grange has not had the importance it had at

that time.

These two local granges are located at Pilot Point and

Roanoke. Their purposes have, so far, been mainly social

and educational. During the winter months meetings are

held and speakers are secured to address the members on in-.

teresting and timely farm subjects. The membership of the

organizations include farmers, the vocational agriculture

teachers and some of the local business men.

So far, these societies are not particularly important

in a study of the cooperative organizations, but in the

future they may be of increasing importance. Through study

and the common bond of organization, the members may attain

a type of cooperation they might never secure otherwise.



CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

The writer has tried to evaluate all the information

he has gleaned from the books he has read and from his vis-

its to local cooperatives. From this evaluation certain

opinions have been formed. An effort has been made to con-

sider the past, present and future of the cooperative move-

ment. After thoughtful consideration, the following con-

clusions have been reached x

A. Since the middle of the 19th century, cooperation

has been spreading over the face of the earth. In its

philosophy it is Christianity in a practical form, and,

as such, should be fostered by the Christian churches all

over the world. This growth has had its reversals, but

the trend of the organization has been ever upward, until

it is now at its strongest point. As long as there are

democratic countries, there will be cooperation.

B. Cooperative enterprises probably will be fought at

every turn by the entrenched wealth of every country. The

reason for this fight will be the apprehension that sup-

porters of the status quo feel toward any movement which

might usurp some of the prerogatives which they consider

their own. An illustration of these forces is furnished

by the Scottish Trade Defence Association, which was one

99
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of several organizations formed in Great Britain to fight

the cooperative movement.1

C. All the cooperatives included in the local study

appeared to be successful. Some of the organizations are

in the early stages of development, and their eventual

success is merely speculative, but all appearances indicate

that if they continue along present lines, they should grow

in strength, size and service rendered to their members and

their community. The older organizations have already es-

tablished themselves, and have proved that they can operate

in such a way as to be of profit to their members.

D. There are approximately 3,000 members of coopera-

tive associations in Denton County. If these members can

become saturated with the cooperative ideals and spirit,

it should be an easy matter for them to indoctrinate their

neighbors, until all become members of cooperative organi-

zations.

E. To the leaders of the separate associations of Den-

ton County, cooperation amounts almost to a religion. To

the bulk of the membership, it is mainly a means of effect-

ing a saving. Thus, in order to create better leaders and

more intelligent followers, the meetings of these organi-

zations should be devoted as much to the promulgation of

inspirational and educational material as to the business

of the society.

IKallen, gj. cit., p. 169.
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F. The farmers are doing more in the way of cooperation

than any other class. The reason for this may be that they

are more in need of some force to ameliorate their condi-

tions. The teachers probably constitute the class next in

numerical importance, and first in leadership. Members of

the faculties of the North Texas State Teachers College and

the Texas State College for Women have been instrumental in

the organization of three of the most important societies.

Any community that is endowed with such trained minds as

Denton possesses should be able to progress along many

lines.

G. As the organizations of this county grow in size,

they should spread into many other fields of activity. If

cooperation will work successfully in some fields of dis-

tribution, it would be able to work in the same way in

many other fields. Two of the next cooperative ventures

which should be started are a filling station and a gro-

cery store. If these are successful, there is a possibil-

ity that all types of consumers goods, eventually, may be

bought at cooperative stores in Denton.

H. Each cooperative society should set aside a certain

per cent of each year's profits to be used for educational

purposes. Thus.new members might be secured and the old

members might become stronger cooperators. Printed mater-

ial, describing the success of the cooperatives and their
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possibilities, might be broadcast through the mails. It

might be feasible to do some radio broadcasting. Whatever

advertising the cooperatives are to get will have to be of

their own planning, since the newspapers are naturally

lined up with private business.

I. There is the need of some central organization in

Denton to coordinate the activities of the separate socie-

ties, to act in an advisory capacity, and to act as an edu-

cational force. This type of organization should assure

the cooperatives of a strong, compact organization with

coherence and purpose. The central organization should be

supported by the member societies in proportion to the num-

ber of members in each society, or in some other equitable

fashion. By this cooperation of cooperatives, the societies

might be able, in time, to hire experts in the administra-

tion of cooperative affairs. If the people of this locality

can be unified into such an organization, there will be few

limits to the things they may accomplish.
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